McHenry Public Library District
809 North Front Street
McHenry, Illinois 60050
Phone: 815.385.0036
www.mchenrylibrary.org

McHenry Public Library District
Board of Library Trustees Regular Meeting
Tuesday February 21, 2017
7:00 p.m.
2nd Floor Board Room

Agenda

I.

CALL TO ORDER – Kathy Beaderstadt, President

II.

ROLL CALL – Monica Leccese, Secretary

III.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

IV.

CORRECTIONS OR ADDITIONS TO THE AGENDA

V.

PUBLIC COMMENT AND RECOGNITION OF VISISTORS

VI.

CONSENT AGENDA FOR THIS MEETING (Action)
SECRETARY'S REPORT – Monica Leccese, Secretary
Minutes of the Regular Board Meeting, January 17, 2016

TREASURER'S REPORT – Charles Reilly, Treasurer
Monthly Financial Statements and Interim Check Report through
January 31, 2016 and Bill Reports for January/February 2017
Additional Bills (Distributed night of meeting)
Petty Cash and Credit Card Reports

VII.

COMMUNICATIONS




Edminster to Susan J. Buchholz—Thank you for donation in memory of Robin Fossum Weber
Edminster to Jay Weber—Notice of donation in memory of Robin Fossum Weber
Edminster to Anne Brown—Thank you for donation of indoor/outdoor sound system

VIII.

LIBRARIAN'S REPORT
1. Update on CCS decision regarding ILS
2. Update on MPLD staff/board outings to other RFID libraries (Algonquin, Fox
Lake, Cary, Barrington, Shorewood (WI), Oswego… others?)

IX.

EXECUTIVE SESSION
To discuss the appointment, employment, compensation, discipline, performance or
dismissal of specific employees of the public body in compliance with the Open Meetings
Act 5 ILCS 120/2 section 2(c)(1) and review and release of the December 13, 2016
Executive Session Minutes.

X.

OLD BUSINESS
1. Continued discussion on prioritization of projects (memo)

XI.

NEW BUSINESS
1. Approval and release of the December 13, 2016 Executive Session Minutes. (Action)
2. Discussion and approval of agreement with McHenry Area Historical Society for digital
access to various local papers (Action)
3. Approval of RFID RFP and consent to send out to vendors, place on MPLD website
(Action)

XII.

ANY AND ALL OTHER BUSINESS THAT MAY PROPERLY
COME BEFORE THE BOARD

XIII.

ADJOURNMENT

*Any person with a physical disability may contact the MPLD (815-385-0036) within 4
hours of any meeting date to request special access to any board meeting. The MPLD will
make all board meetings accessible to people with physical disabilities under the current
ADA requirements.

MINUTES
MCHENRY PUBLIC LIBRARY DISTRICT
BOARD OF LIBRARY TRUSTEES
PUBLIC HEARING AND REGULAR MEETING

Date:
January 17, 2017
Time:
7:00 P.M.
Location: Library Board Meeting Room
Members Present: Kathy Beaderstadt, Margaret Carey, Delphine Grala, Monica Leccese,
Charles Reilly, Bradley Schubert, and Jill Stone
Members Absent: None
Also Present:

James Scholtz, Executive Director
Bill Edminster, Assistant Director
Debbie Gunness, Business Manager
Suzanne Yazel, HR Generalist

I.

Call to Order:
President Beaderstadt called the meeting to order at 7:10 p.m.

II.

Roll Call:
Roll was called and a quorum was established. See #1 on attached sheet.

III.

Pledge of Allegiance

IV.

Corrections or Additions to the Agenda
None

V.

Public Comment and Recognition of Visitors
The Board recognized staff member Suzanne Yazel, HR Generalist.

VI.

Consent Agenda for this meeting
Secretary's Report – Margaret Carey, Secretary Pro Tem
Minutes of the Regular Board Meeting, December 13, 2016
Treasurer’s Report – Charles Reilly, Treasurer
Monthly Financial Statements and Interim Check Report through December 31, 2016 and Bill
Reports for December 2016/January 2017
Additional Bills (Distributed night of meeting)
Petty Cash and Credit Card Reports
The Board reviewed the regular board minutes, financial statements and bills.
Grala moved and Stone seconded a motion to approve the minutes of the regular meeting for
December 13, 2016, the monthly financial statements for the fiscal year through December
31, 2016, the Bill Reports for December 2016/January 2017, and payment of the bills.
Motion passed 7-0. See #2 on attached sheet.
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VII.

Communications
 D. Gaudio request for reimbursement of tuition
 D. Gaudio upcoming courses to be taken

VIII. Librarian's Report
 Scholtz reported that a new Circulation Manager has been hired. Her name is Barbara
Majka and she has been Assistant Circulation Manager at Algonquin Public Library. Her
start date here is February 6, 2017.
 Round Lake Library’s Board of Trustees will hold their monthly meeting here on
February 22, 2017.
 The AARP tax preparers will be offering their services again this year, starting on
February 6, 2017. Scholtz has asked them to hand out a survey to their clients so that we
can find out if they are regular users of this library among other questions.
 On February 1, 2017, CCS’s Governing Board will be meeting and will decide on a
circulation system. We will either stay with SirsiDynix’s system or migrate to Innovative
Interfaces’ Polaris system.
 Scholtz reported that he attended Cary Public Library’s post-renovation Open House this
last week. Scholtz plans to schedule a visit by Board members to Cary, as well as
Barrington and Algonquin to see their RFID system, especially the sorting system.
 Scholtz will be attending the January 27, 2017 McHenry County Librarians meeting.
 Scholtz reports that he has been working with the McHenry County Historical Society on
a project to digitize local historical newspapers. Some of these newspapers are available
through database companies, but this project would give local libraries and organizations
control over access to the papers. The library has been asked to donate towards the
project but Scholtz wants any money given to the project to be a payment entitling the
library to some say in the future of the digital content.
 In the past, staff from the County Clerk’s office has come to train and swear in library
staff as voter registrars. The current County Clerk won’t send her staff so our staff needs
to go to their office to be sworn in.
 On January 23, 2017, Comcast will change our phone service to their company. The
process has been delayed because Comcast failed to contact our previous service.
 Youth Services will be adding two 20-hour part time staff members to fill what was a
single person’s position. This change will allow for more flexibility in scheduling.
 Scholtz announced that the trustees should expect their Statement of Economic Interest
forms to be coming soon. The County Clerk’s office has not provided us with an online
option so far this year.
 Scholtz said that the library is prepared for the April election.
 Scholtz and Gunness distributed and explained the MPLD staff calendar, which shows
payroll deadlines, closed dates, and Board meetings for 2017.
 Scholtz showed the Board the new LED lighting for the pendant lights in the library’s
main room. He said that using LED lights could be expected to save about $5,500 per
year. Gunness reported that the electric bills have dropped by about a third since LED
lights were installed.
 Scholtz expects that the new solar panels will be installed in March or April depending on
the weather.
 Stone stated that she will not be able to attend the February meeting and Carey said she
would miss the March meeting.
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IX.

Executive Session
To discuss the appointment, employment, compensation, discipline, performance or dismissal
of specific employees of the public body in compliance with the Open Meetings Act 5 ILCS
120/2 section 2(c)(1) and review and release of the December 13, 2016 executive session
minutes.
The Board did not go into Executive session. No action was taken.

X.

Old Business
1. RFID Project – Discuss scheduling visits to other area libraries, RFP process
Scholtz covered these topics during his Librarians Report.
2. Board self-evaluation process – Ongoing
This was postponed to another meeting.

XI.

New Business
1. Approval and release of the December 13, 2016 Executive Session Minutes.
The Board did not go into executive session, no action was taken.
2. Review 2017 calendar for board meeting dates and holidays
3. Discussion/prioritization of projects for FY2016/17 and beyond
Scholtz discussed some potential future projects, such as the RFID, gates, and self-check
project; repair/replacement of the main floor; discussion with Gillespie Design concerning
a new annex; and installation of a lift station for a sanitary sewer to replace the current
shared system. The Board directed Scholtz to speak with Gillespie Design to discuss a
possible new annex.
4. Resolution 2016/2017-7 authorizing the execution of an Employment Separation
Agreement, General Release and Waiver between the MPLD and Joseph Drinka.
Leccese moved and Schubert seconded a motion to approve Resolution 2016/2017-7
authorizing the execution of an Employment Separation Agreement, General Release and
Waiver between the MPLD and Joseph Drinka. Motion passed 7-0. See # 5 on attached
sheet.
5. Resolution 2016/2017-8 authorizing NIMEC to be our agent in procuring electricity for up
to a 36-month period.
Leccese moved and Carey seconded a motion to approve Resolution 2016/2017-8
authorizing NIMEC to be our agent in procuring electricity for up to a 36-month period.
Motion passed 7-0. See # 6 on attached sheet.
6. Change in MPLD sick leave policy (employee/staff manual).
Schubert moved and Leccese seconded a motion to adopt a policy to allow the
accumulation of unused and unpaid sick time for the benefit of additional service credit
under IMRF up to the maximum allowed by IMRF (currently 240 days) effectively
retroactively to available records as of 1/1/2001. Motion passed 7-0. See # 3 on attached
sheet.
Leccese moved and Schubert seconded a motion to adopt a policy to allow the carryover
of unused and unpaid sick time up to a maximum of 25 days to be used during FMLAqualified absences effective 1/1/2017. Motion passed 7-0. See # 4 on attached sheet.
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XII.

Any and All Other Business Which May Properly Come Before the Board
None

XIII. Adjournment
Stone moved and Grala seconded a motion to adjourn the meeting at 9:04 p.m.
Motion passed 7-0. See # 7 on attached sheet.
Respectfully Submitted,

Monica Leccese, Secretary

Text for Motion Sheet
1. Roll Call at 7:10 p.m.
2. Motion to approve the minutes of the regular meeting for December 13, 2016, the monthly
financial statements for the fiscal year through December 31, 2016, the Bill Reports for
December 2016/January 2017, and payment of the bills.
3. Motion to adopt a policy to allow the accumulation of unused and unpaid sick time for the benefit
of additional service credit under IMRF up to the maximum allowed by IMRF (currently 240
days) effectively retroactively to available records as of 1/1/2001.
4. Motion to adopt a policy to allow the carryover of unused and unpaid sick time up to a maximum
of 25 days to be used during FMLA-qualified absences effective 1/1/2017.
5. Motion to approve Resolution 2016/2017-7 authorizing the execution of an Employment
Separation Agreement, General Release and Waiver between the MPLD and Joseph Drinka.
6. Motion to approve Resolution 2016/2017-8 authorizing NIMEC to be our agent in procuring
electricity for up to a 36-month period.
7. Motion to adjourn the meeting at 9:04 p.m.
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DATE: January 17, 2016
Called to Order: 7:10 p.m.
1. Roll call at 7:10 p.m.
2. Motion to approve the
minutes of the regular
meeting for December 13,
2016, the monthly financial
statements for the fiscal
year through December 31,
2016, the Bill Reports for
December 2016/January
2017, and payment of the
bills.
3. Motion to adopt a policy
to allow the accumulation of
unused and unpaid sick time
for the benefit of additional
service credit under IMRF
up to the maximum allowed
by IMRF (currently 240
days) effectively
retroactively to available
records as of 1/1/2001.
4. Motion to adopt a policy
to allow the carryover of
unused and unpaid sick time
up to a maximum of 25 days
to be used during FMLAqualified absences effective
1/1/2017.
5. Motion to approve
Resolution 2016/2017-7
authorizing the execution of
an Employment Separation
Agreement, General Release
and Waiver between the
MPLD and Joseph Drinka.
6. Motion to approve
Resolution 2016/2017-8
authorizing NIMEC to be
our agent in procuring
electricity for up to a 36month period.
7. Motion to adjourn the
meeting at 9:04 p.m.
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P
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A=Abstain, M=Motion, N=No, NP=Not Present, P=Present, S=Second, Y=Yes
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MCHENRY PUBLIC LIBRARY DISTRICT

COMPILED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

January 31, 2017

McHenry Public Library District

Balance Sheet
As of January 31, 2017
ASSETS
Current Assets
Checking/Savings
1060 · First Midwest Bank-Money Market
1060100 · MM - General - First Midwest
1060200 · MM - Spec Reserve-First Midwest
1060300 · MM - Grant & Gift-First Midwest
Total 1060 · First Midwest Bank-Money Market
1070100 · HSA/Building - First Midwest
1615100 · General Account - First Midwest
1625100 · Payroll Account - First Midwest
1635100 · Imprest Account - First Midwest
1045100 · PROPAY
1150100 · FirstMerit-MoneyMarket- 4/22/11
Total Checking/Savings
Other Current Assets
1005100 · Petty Cash
Total Other Current Assets
Total Current Assets
TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES & EQUITY
Equity
3010100 · Fund Balance - General
3010200 · Fund Balance - Special Reserve
3010300 · Fund Balance - Grants & Gifts
Net Income
Total Equity
TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY

4:37 PM
02/17/2017
Cash Basis
Jan 31, 17

631,108.17
1,748,217.15
442,694.05
2,822,019.37
358,206.45
35,561.61
131,555.07
4,775.98
8,222.76
200,220.79
3,560,562.03
800.00
800.00
3,561,362.03
3,561,362.03

1,607,104.80
1,744,332.86
465,934.67
(256,010.30)
3,561,362.03
3,561,362.03
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McHenry Public Library District

Statement of Revenues and Expenditures
January 2017
Income
6030100 · Interest Income - General
6030200 · Interest Income - Spec Reserve
6030300 · Interest Income - Grant & Gifts
6035100 · Dividends
6050100 · Fines
6055100 · Collection Fees
6060100 · Photocopier & Fax Income
6070300 · General Fund Gifts
6105100 · Staff Cobra/Insurance Payments
6120100 · Meeting Room Fees
6130100 · Misc Income - General
6150100 · Lost & Damged Materials
6200100 · Over/Short
Total Income
Gross Profit
Expense
8010100 · Adult Books
8020100 · Youth Books
8025100 · Professional Resources
8028100 · Administrative Resources (GA)
8030100 · Magazines & Newspapers
8040300 · Operating Fund Gifts
8050100 · Adult AV Materials
8060100 · Youth AV Materials
8080100 · Video Games
8090100 · eBook & eMagazine Services
8095100 · Electonic Subscriptions
8120100 · Library Supplies
8130100 · Tech Services Supplies
8140100 · Adult Programs & Supplies
8145100 · Circulation Supplies
8150100 · Youth Programs & Supplies
8215100 · Collection Agency Fees
8245100 · Comp/OfcEqp/CopierRepairs/Contr
8310100 · CCS & SIRSI Expenses
8320100 · Network Expenses
8330100 · OCLC Services (cataloging)
8410100 · Payroll Exp, Acctg & Audit Serv
8440100 · In Service Honorarium
8530100 · Public Notices & Ads
8540100 · Postage
8550100 · Public Relations/Promotions
8610100 · Electricity
8620100 · Gas
8630100 · Telephone
8635100 · T-1 & other Telecommunications
8740100 · Building & Grounds
8760100 · Hospitality

4:38 PM
02/17/2017
Cash Basis
Jan 17
53.72
59.67
15.67
43.00
5,478.90
50.00
663.69
95.10
1,584.04
100.00
238.75
242.12
5.01
8,629.67
8,629.67
4,530.20
2,523.96
16.94
125.99
41.49
1,545.16
5,810.85
1,200.01
31.99
757.13
2,300.00
214.37
1,704.99
2,736.19
826.30
1,654.82
152.15
105.00
11,804.00
4,478.83
1,612.00
1,279.60
164.85
1,240.58
98.19
295.90
2,286.48
579.39
466.99
833.47
1,757.37
665.00
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Jan 17
8770100 · Interlibrary Loan Fees & Losses
8800311 · Adult Materials - PER CAPITA
8800341 · Other Equipment - PER CAPITA
8910100 · Salaries
8920100 · FICA/Medicare
8930100 · IMRF
8940100 · Health & Life Insurance
8950100 · Tuition Reimbursement
8960100 · Memberships & Dues
8970100 · Meetings & Travel
9060100 · Library Furnishings
9090100 · Additional Capital Projects
Total Expense
Net Income

14.95
1,544.82
13,500.00
125,702.62
9,304.85
13,991.54
2,814.09
630.00
160.99
426.37
778.00
4,584.35
227,292.77
(218,663.10)
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McHenry Public Library District

4:39 PM

Statement of Revenues and Expenditures by Class

02/17/2017

July 2016 through January 2017

Cash Basis
100 General
Fund

Income
6010100 · Property Taxes
6020200 · Developer Fees
6030100 · Interest Income - General
6030200 · Interest Income - Spec Reserve
6030300 · Interest Income - Grant & Gifts
6035100 · Dividends
6040100 · Nonresident & Enhanced Cards
6050100 · Fines
6055100 · Collection Fees
6060100 · Photocopier & Fax Income
6070300 · General Fund Gifts
6105100 · Staff Cobra/Insurance Payments
6110100 · Program Fees/Misc Fees
6120100 · Meeting Room Fees
6130100 · Misc Income - General
6150100 · Lost & Damged Materials
6200100 · Over/Short
Total Income
Gross Profit
Expense
8010100 · Adult Books
8020100 · Youth Books
8025100 · Professional Resources
8028100 · Administrative Resources (GA)
8030100 · Magazines & Newspapers
8040300 · Operating Fund Gifts
8050100 · Adult AV Materials
8060100 · Youth AV Materials
8080100 · Video Games
8090100 · eBook & eMagazine Services
8095100 · Electonic Subscriptions
8110100 · Bank Service Charges
8120100 · Library Supplies
8130100 · Tech Services Supplies
8140100 · Adult Programs & Supplies
8145100 · Circulation Supplies
8147100 · Summer Reading Club
8150100 · Youth Programs & Supplies
8215100 · Collection Agency Fees
8245100 · Comp/OfcEqp/CopierRepairs/Contr
8270100 · Finance/Late Fee Charges
8310100 · CCS & SIRSI Expenses
8320100 · Network Expenses
8330100 · OCLC Services (cataloging)
8410100 · Payroll Exp, Acctg & Audit Serv
8420100 · Legal Services
8430100 · Automation & Misc Consultants

200 Special
Reserve Fund

300 Grant and
Gift Fund

1,565,210.51
0.00
404.90
0.00
0.00
238.20
475.00
27,969.44
180.00
8,719.58
0.00
9,428.29
2,400.00
395.00
1,908.58
1,926.28
9.65
1,619,265.43
1,619,265.43

0.00
3,470.00
0.00
414.29
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3,884.29
3,884.29

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
108.61
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
2,092.47
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
2,201.08
2,201.08

1,565,210.51
3,470.00
404.90
414.29
108.61
238.20
475.00
27,969.44
180.00
8,719.58
2,092.47
9,428.29
2,400.00
395.00
1,908.58
1,926.28
9.65
1,625,350.80
1,625,350.80

51,151.82
21,205.11
4,767.93
475.94
12,911.59
0.00
30,489.80
6,443.04
6,042.92
19,545.28
40,889.81
0.81
2,859.58
16,582.16
12,140.30
3,919.86
24.08
13,727.01
760.75
15,916.74
38.10
41,314.00
12,184.35
5,642.00
15,112.66
739.47
770.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
5,632.44
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

51,151.82
21,205.11
4,767.93
475.94
12,911.59
5,632.44
30,489.80
6,443.04
6,042.92
19,545.28
40,889.81
0.81
2,859.58
16,582.16
12,140.30
3,919.86
24.08
13,727.01
760.75
15,916.74
38.10
41,314.00
12,184.35
5,642.00
15,112.66
739.47
770.00

TOTAL
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100 General
Fund
8440100 · In Service Honorarium
8510100 · Printing
8530100 · Public Notices & Ads
8540100 · Postage
8550100 · Public Relations/Promotions
8610100 · Electricity
8620100 · Gas
8630100 · Telephone
8635100 · T-1 & other Telecommunications
8640100 · Water & Sewer
8720100 · Building/Auto Insurance
8730100 · Bonding & Officers Liability
8740100 · Building & Grounds
8760100 · Hospitality
8770100 · Interlibrary Loan Fees & Losses
8800311 · Adult Materials - PER CAPITA
8800341 · Other Equipment - PER CAPITA
8910100 · Salaries
8920100 · FICA/Medicare
8930100 · IMRF
8940100 · Health & Life Insurance
8950100 · Tuition Reimbursement
8960100 · Memberships & Dues
8970100 · Meetings & Travel
9060100 · Library Furnishings
9080100 · Small Equipment Under $250
9090100 · Additional Capital Projects
Total Expense
Net Income

764.85
17,176.24
1,347.88
4,792.56
5,271.42
14,217.98
1,192.43
3,454.78
3,839.47
3,447.55
20,698.00
5,243.00
29,344.36
3,276.61
118.70
0.00
0.00
1,028,341.66
77,402.50
113,455.95
153,431.10
1,248.84
2,215.89
4,314.94
1,722.79
(9.30)
23,954.09
1,855,919.40
(236,653.97)

200 Special
Reserve Fund
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3,884.29

300 Grant and
Gift Fund
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
6,309.26
13,500.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
25,441.70
(23,240.62)

TOTAL
764.85
17,176.24
1,347.88
4,792.56
5,271.42
14,217.98
1,192.43
3,454.78
3,839.47
3,447.55
20,698.00
5,243.00
29,344.36
3,276.61
118.70
6,309.26
13,500.00
1,028,341.66
77,402.50
113,455.95
153,431.10
1,248.84
2,215.89
4,314.94
1,722.79
(9.30)
23,954.09
1,881,361.10
(256,010.30)
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McHenry Public Library District

4:43 PM

Statement of Revenues and Expenditures Budget vs. Actual

02/17/2017

July 2016 through January 2017

Cash Basis
Jul '16 - Jan 17

Income
6010100 · Property Taxes
6020200 · Developer Fees
6030100 · Interest Income - General
6030200 · Interest Income - Spec Reserve
6030300 · Interest Income - Grant & Gifts
6035100 · Dividends
6040100 · Nonresident & Enhanced Cards
6050100 · Fines
6055100 · Collection Fees
6060100 · Photocopier & Fax Income
6070200 · Reserve Fund Gifts
6070300 · General Fund Gifts
6090100 · Annexation Impact Fees
6090200 · Transfer from General Fund
6105100 · Staff Cobra/Insurance Payments
6110100 · Program Fees/Misc Fees
6120100 · Meeting Room Fees
6130100 · Misc Income - General
6130200 · Misc Income - Special Reserve
6150100 · Lost & Damged Materials
6170300 · Per Capita Grant
6200100 · Over/Short
6210300 · Miscellaneous Grants
Total Income
Gross Profit
Expense
8010100 · Adult Books
8020100 · Youth Books
8025100 · Professional Resources
8028100 · Administrative Resources (GA)
8030100 · Magazines & Newspapers
8040300 · Operating Fund Gifts
8050100 · Adult AV Materials
8060100 · Youth AV Materials
8080100 · Video Games
8090100 · eBook & eMagazine Services
8095100 · Electonic Subscriptions
8110100 · Bank Service Charges
8120100 · Library Supplies
8130100 · Tech Services Supplies
8135100 · Bindery
8140100 · Adult Programs & Supplies
8145100 · Circulation Supplies
8147100 · Summer Reading Club
8150100 · Youth Programs & Supplies
8215100 · Collection Agency Fees
8245100 · Comp/OfcEqp/CopierRepairs/Contr

Budget

$ Over Budget

% of Budget

1,565,210.51
3,470.00
404.90
414.29
108.61
238.20
475.00
27,969.44
180.00
8,719.58
0.00
2,092.47
0.00
0.00
9,428.29
2,400.00
395.00
1,908.58
0.00
1,926.28
0.00
9.65
0.00
1,625,350.80
1,625,350.80

3,180,652.28
25,000.00
5,000.00
3,000.00
2,500.00
500.00
1,000.00
55,000.00
1,000.00
17,000.00
25,000.00
20,000.00
1,000.00
800,000.00
17,000.00
4,200.00
1,000.00
25,000.00
2,000.00
6,000.00
84,893.43
0.00
50,000.00
4,326,745.71
4,326,745.71

(1,615,441.77)
(21,530.00)
(4,595.10)
(2,585.71)
(2,391.39)
(261.80)
(525.00)
(27,030.56)
(820.00)
(8,280.42)
(25,000.00)
(17,907.53)
(1,000.00)
(800,000.00)
(7,571.71)
(1,800.00)
(605.00)
(23,091.42)
(2,000.00)
(4,073.72)
(84,893.43)
9.65
(50,000.00)
(2,701,394.91)
(2,701,394.91)

49.21%
13.88%
8.1%
13.81%
4.34%
47.64%
47.5%
50.85%
18.0%
51.29%
0.0%
10.46%
0.0%
0.0%
55.46%
57.14%
39.5%
7.63%
0.0%
32.11%
0.0%
100.0%
0.0%
37.57%
37.57%

51,151.82
21,205.11
4,767.93
475.94
12,911.59
5,632.44
30,489.80
6,443.04
6,042.92
19,545.28
40,889.81
0.81
2,859.58
16,582.16
0.00
12,140.30
3,919.86
24.08
13,727.01
760.75
15,916.74

85,000.00
59,000.00
3,500.00
6,400.00
15,000.00
448,381.10
62,000.00
16,000.00
15,000.00
55,500.00
80,000.00
500.00
10,000.00
57,200.00
150.00
22,000.00
12,000.00
7,000.00
21,500.00
1,500.00
59,000.00

(33,848.18)
(37,794.89)
1,267.93
(5,924.06)
(2,088.41)
(442,748.66)
(31,510.20)
(9,556.96)
(8,957.08)
(35,954.72)
(39,110.19)
(499.19)
(7,140.42)
(40,617.84)
(150.00)
(9,859.70)
(8,080.14)
(6,975.92)
(7,772.99)
(739.25)
(43,083.26)

60.18%
35.94%
136.23%
7.44%
86.08%
1.26%
49.18%
40.27%
40.29%
35.22%
51.11%
0.16%
28.6%
28.99%
0.0%
55.18%
32.67%
0.34%
63.85%
50.72%
26.98%
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Jul '16 - Jan 17
8260100 · Misc Contracted Services
8270100 · Finance/Late Fee Charges
8310100 · CCS & SIRSI Expenses
8320100 · Network Expenses
8330100 · OCLC Services (cataloging)
8410100 · Payroll Exp, Acctg & Audit Serv
8420100 · Legal Services
8430100 · Automation & Misc Consultants
8440100 · In Service Honorarium
8510100 · Printing
8530100 · Public Notices & Ads
8540100 · Postage
8550100 · Public Relations/Promotions
8610100 · Electricity
8620100 · Gas
8630100 · Telephone
8635100 · T-1 & other Telecommunications
8640100 · Water & Sewer
8720100 · Building/Auto Insurance
8730100 · Bonding & Officers Liability
8740100 · Building & Grounds
8760100 · Hospitality
8770100 · Interlibrary Loan Fees & Losses
8795100 · Miscellaneous (FH)
8800300 · Per Capita Grant expense for FY
8800311 · Adult Materials - PER CAPITA
8800341 · Other Equipment - PER CAPITA
8910100 · Salaries
8920100 · FICA/Medicare
8930100 · IMRF
8940100 · Health & Life Insurance
8950100 · Tuition Reimbursement
8960100 · Memberships & Dues
8970100 · Meetings & Travel
9030300 · Misc Grants
9050200 · Library District Act
9060100 · Library Furnishings
9070100 · Library Equipment
9080100 · Small Equipment Under $250
9090100 · Additional Capital Projects
Total Expense
Net Income

0.00
38.10
41,314.00
12,184.35
5,642.00
15,112.66
739.47
770.00
764.85
17,176.24
1,347.88
4,792.56
5,271.42
14,217.98
1,192.43
3,454.78
3,839.47
3,447.55
20,698.00
5,243.00
29,344.36
3,276.61
118.70
0.00
0.00
6,309.26
13,500.00
1,028,341.66
77,402.50
113,455.95
153,431.10
1,248.84
2,215.89
4,314.94
0.00
0.00
1,722.79
0.00
(9.30)
23,954.09
1,881,361.10
(256,010.30)

Budget
2,000.00
500.00
80,000.00
25,000.00
8,000.00
28,000.00
1,500.00
14,000.00
1,000.00
36,000.00
3,000.00
18,000.00
10,000.00
25,000.00
2,500.00
13,500.00
7,000.00
3,500.00
32,000.00
5,500.00
54,000.00
13,000.00
700.00
4,000.00
32,393.43
0.00
0.00
1,810,000.00
145,000.00
180,000.00
260,000.00
9,000.00
8,000.00
14,000.00
25,000.00
150,000.00
35,000.00
70,000.00
10,000.00
320,000.00
4,492,724.53
(165,978.82)

$ Over Budget
(2,000.00)
(461.90)
(38,686.00)
(12,815.65)
(2,358.00)
(12,887.34)
(760.53)
(13,230.00)
(235.15)
(18,823.76)
(1,652.12)
(13,207.44)
(4,728.58)
(10,782.02)
(1,307.57)
(10,045.22)
(3,160.53)
(52.45)
(11,302.00)
(257.00)
(24,655.64)
(9,723.39)
(581.30)
(4,000.00)
(32,393.43)
6,309.26
13,500.00
(781,658.34)
(67,597.50)
(66,544.05)
(106,568.90)
(7,751.16)
(5,784.11)
(9,685.06)
(25,000.00)
(150,000.00)
(33,277.21)
(70,000.00)
(10,009.30)
(296,045.91)
(2,611,363.43)
(90,031.48)

% of Budget
0.0%
7.62%
51.64%
48.74%
70.53%
53.97%
49.3%
5.5%
76.49%
47.71%
44.93%
26.63%
52.71%
56.87%
47.7%
25.59%
54.85%
98.5%
64.68%
95.33%
54.34%
25.21%
16.96%
0.0%
0.0%
100.0%
100.0%
56.81%
53.38%
63.03%
59.01%
13.88%
27.7%
30.82%
0.0%
0.0%
4.92%
0.0%
(0.09%)
7.49%
41.88%
154.24%
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McHenry Public Library District

4:45 PM

Statement of Revenue and Expenditures Budget vs. Actual

02/17/2017

July 1, 2016 - January 31, 2017 - General Fund

Cash Basis
Jul '16 - Jan 17

Income
6010100 · Property Taxes
6030100 · Interest Income - General
6035100 · Dividends
6040100 · Nonresident & Enhanced Cards
6050100 · Fines
6055100 · Collection Fees
6060100 · Photocopier & Fax Income
6090100 · Annexation Impact Fees
6105100 · Staff Cobra/Insurance Payments
6110100 · Program Fees/Misc Fees
6120100 · Meeting Room Fees
6130100 · Misc Income - General
6150100 · Lost & Damged Materials
6200100 · Over/Short
Total Income
Gross Profit
Expense
8010100 · Adult Books
8020100 · Youth Books
8025100 · Professional Resources
8028100 · Administrative Resources (GA)
8030100 · Magazines & Newspapers
8050100 · Adult AV Materials
8060100 · Youth AV Materials
8080100 · Video Games
8090100 · eBook & eMagazine Services
8095100 · Electonic Subscriptions
8110100 · Bank Service Charges
8120100 · Library Supplies
8130100 · Tech Services Supplies
8135100 · Bindery
8140100 · Adult Programs & Supplies
8145100 · Circulation Supplies
8147100 · Summer Reading Club
8150100 · Youth Programs & Supplies
8215100 · Collection Agency Fees
8245100 · Comp/OfcEqp/CopierRepairs/Contr
8260100 · Misc Contracted Services
8270100 · Finance/Late Fee Charges
8310100 · CCS & SIRSI Expenses
8320100 · Network Expenses
8330100 · OCLC Services (cataloging)
8410100 · Payroll Exp, Acctg & Audit Serv
8420100 · Legal Services
8430100 · Automation & Misc Consultants
8440100 · In Service Honorarium
8510100 · Printing

Budget

$ Over Budget

% of Budget

1,565,210.51
404.90
238.20
475.00
27,969.44
180.00
8,719.58
0.00
9,428.29
2,400.00
395.00
1,908.58
1,926.28
9.65
1,619,265.43
1,619,265.43

3,180,652.28
5,000.00
500.00
1,000.00
55,000.00
1,000.00
17,000.00
1,000.00
17,000.00
4,200.00
1,000.00
25,000.00
6,000.00
0.00
3,314,352.28
3,314,352.28

(1,615,441.77)
(4,595.10)
(261.80)
(525.00)
(27,030.56)
(820.00)
(8,280.42)
(1,000.00)
(7,571.71)
(1,800.00)
(605.00)
(23,091.42)
(4,073.72)
9.65
(1,695,086.85)
(1,695,086.85)

49.21%
8.1%
47.64%
47.5%
50.85%
18.0%
51.29%
0.0%
55.46%
57.14%
39.5%
7.63%
32.11%
100.0%
48.86%
48.86%

51,151.82
21,205.11
4,767.93
475.94
12,911.59
30,489.80
6,443.04
6,042.92
19,545.28
40,889.81
0.81
2,859.58
16,582.16
0.00
12,140.30
3,919.86
24.08
13,727.01
760.75
15,916.74
0.00
38.10
41,314.00
12,184.35
5,642.00
15,112.66
739.47
770.00
764.85
17,176.24

85,000.00
59,000.00
3,500.00
6,400.00
15,000.00
62,000.00
16,000.00
15,000.00
55,500.00
80,000.00
500.00
10,000.00
57,200.00
150.00
22,000.00
12,000.00
7,000.00
21,500.00
1,500.00
59,000.00
2,000.00
500.00
80,000.00
25,000.00
8,000.00
28,000.00
1,500.00
14,000.00
1,000.00
36,000.00

(33,848.18)
(37,794.89)
1,267.93
(5,924.06)
(2,088.41)
(31,510.20)
(9,556.96)
(8,957.08)
(35,954.72)
(39,110.19)
(499.19)
(7,140.42)
(40,617.84)
(150.00)
(9,859.70)
(8,080.14)
(6,975.92)
(7,772.99)
(739.25)
(43,083.26)
(2,000.00)
(461.90)
(38,686.00)
(12,815.65)
(2,358.00)
(12,887.34)
(760.53)
(13,230.00)
(235.15)
(18,823.76)

60.18%
35.94%
136.23%
7.44%
86.08%
49.18%
40.27%
40.29%
35.22%
51.11%
0.16%
28.6%
28.99%
0.0%
55.18%
32.67%
0.34%
63.85%
50.72%
26.98%
0.0%
7.62%
51.64%
48.74%
70.53%
53.97%
49.3%
5.5%
76.49%
47.71%
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Jul '16 - Jan 17
8530100 · Public Notices & Ads
8540100 · Postage
8550100 · Public Relations/Promotions
8610100 · Electricity
8620100 · Gas
8630100 · Telephone
8635100 · T-1 & other Telecommunications
8640100 · Water & Sewer
8720100 · Building/Auto Insurance
8730100 · Bonding & Officers Liability
8740100 · Building & Grounds
8760100 · Hospitality
8770100 · Interlibrary Loan Fees & Losses
8795100 · Miscellaneous (FH)
8910100 · Salaries
8920100 · FICA/Medicare
8930100 · IMRF
8940100 · Health & Life Insurance
8950100 · Tuition Reimbursement
8960100 · Memberships & Dues
8970100 · Meetings & Travel
9060100 · Library Furnishings
9070100 · Library Equipment
9080100 · Small Equipment Under $250
9090100 · Additional Capital Projects
Total Expense
Net Income

1,347.88
4,792.56
5,271.42
14,217.98
1,192.43
3,454.78
3,839.47
3,447.55
20,698.00
5,243.00
29,344.36
3,276.61
118.70
0.00
1,028,341.66
77,402.50
113,455.95
153,431.10
1,248.84
2,215.89
4,314.94
1,722.79
0.00
(9.30)
23,954.09
1,855,919.40
(236,653.97)

Budget
3,000.00
18,000.00
10,000.00
25,000.00
2,500.00
13,500.00
7,000.00
3,500.00
32,000.00
5,500.00
54,000.00
13,000.00
700.00
4,000.00
1,810,000.00
145,000.00
180,000.00
260,000.00
9,000.00
8,000.00
14,000.00
35,000.00
70,000.00
10,000.00
320,000.00
3,836,950.00
(522,597.72)

$ Over Budget
(1,652.12)
(13,207.44)
(4,728.58)
(10,782.02)
(1,307.57)
(10,045.22)
(3,160.53)
(52.45)
(11,302.00)
(257.00)
(24,655.64)
(9,723.39)
(581.30)
(4,000.00)
(781,658.34)
(67,597.50)
(66,544.05)
(106,568.90)
(7,751.16)
(5,784.11)
(9,685.06)
(33,277.21)
(70,000.00)
(10,009.30)
(296,045.91)
(1,981,030.60)
285,943.75

% of Budget
44.93%
26.63%
52.71%
56.87%
47.7%
25.59%
54.85%
98.5%
64.68%
95.33%
54.34%
25.21%
16.96%
0.0%
56.81%
53.38%
63.03%
59.01%
13.88%
27.7%
30.82%
4.92%
0.0%
(0.09%)
7.49%
48.37%
45.28%
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McHenry Public Library District

4:47 PM

Statement of Revenues and Expenditures Budget vs. Actual

02/17/2017

July 1, 2016 - January 31, 2017 -Special Reserve Fund

Cash Basis
Jul '16 - Jan 17

Income
6020200 · Developer Fees
6030200 · Interest Income - Spec Reserve
6070200 · Reserve Fund Gifts
6090200 · Transfer from General Fund
6130200 · Misc Income - Special Reserve
Total Income
Gross Profit
Expense
9050200 · Library District Act
Total Expense
Net Income

Budget

$ Over Budget % of Budget

3,470.00
414.29
0.00
0.00
0.00
3,884.29
3,884.29

25,000.00
3,000.00
25,000.00
800,000.00
2,000.00
855,000.00
855,000.00

(21,530.00)
(2,585.71)
(25,000.00)
(800,000.00)
(2,000.00)
(851,115.71)
(851,115.71)

13.88%
13.81%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.45%
0.45%

0.00
0.00
3,884.29

150,000.00
150,000.00
705,000.00

(150,000.00)
(150,000.00)
(701,115.71)

0.0%
0.0%
0.55%
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McHenry Public Library District

4:49 PM

Statement of Revenues and Expenditures Budget vs. Actual

02/17/2017

July 1, 2016 - January 31, 2017 - Grant and Gift Fund

Cash Basis
Jul '16 - Jan 17

Budget

$ Over Budget % of Budget

Income
6030300 · Interest Income - Grant & Gifts
6070300 · General Fund Gifts
6170300 · Per Capita Grant
6210300 · Miscellaneous Grants

108.61
2,092.47
0.00
0.00

2,500.00
20,000.00
84,893.43
50,000.00

(2,391.39)
(17,907.53)
(84,893.43)
(50,000.00)

4.34%
10.46%
0.0%
0.0%

Total Income

2,201.08

157,393.43

(155,192.35)

1.4%

2,201.08

157,393.43

(155,192.35)

1.4%

5,632.44
0.00
6,309.26
13,500.00
0.00
25,441.70
(23,240.62)

448,381.10
32,393.43
0.00
0.00
25,000.00
505,774.53
(348,381.10)

(442,748.66)
(32,393.43)
6,309.26
13,500.00
(25,000.00)
(480,332.83)
325,140.48

1.26%
0.0%
100.0%
100.0%
0.0%
5.03%
6.67%

Gross Profit
Expense
8040300 · Operating Fund Gifts
8800300 · Per Capita Grant expense for FY
8800311 · Adult Materials - PER CAPITA
8800341 · Other Equipment - PER CAPITA
9030300 · Misc Grants
Total Expense
Net Income
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McHenry Public Library District
INTERIM CHECKS ISSUED - January 2017
(NOT INCLUDED ON BILL REPORT)

VENDOR

Account - Money Market
DESCRIPTION
AMOUNT
(no checks written on this account)
subtotal for account $
-

Account - General Fund
VENDOR
DESCRIPTION
Comcast
T-1 and other Telecommunications
Comcast
T-1 and other Telecommunications
Harland Clarke Check Order Library Supplies
subtotal for account

First Midwest Bank
First Midwest Bank
First Midwest Bank
First Midwest Bank
First Midwest Bank

ACCT#

DATE

CHECK

AMOUNT
$
247.80
$
247.80
$
184.37
$
247.80

ACCT#
8635-100
8635-100
8120-100

DATE CHECK
01/05/17
EFT
01/06/17
EFT
01/19/17
EFT

$
$
$
$
$

219.00
300.00
922.68
1,700.00
922.68

8940-100
8940-100
8940-100
8940-100
8940-100

01/03/17
01/03/17
01/18/17
01/18/17
01/30/17

subtotal for account $

4,064.36

ACCT#
8930-100

DATE CHECK
01/30/17
EFT

ACCT#
8940-100

DATE CHECK
01/26/17
1132

Account - HSA/Building
employee contributions HSA
employer contributions HSA
employee contributions HSA
employer contributions HSA
employee contributions HSA

Account - Payroll
VENDOR
DESCRIPTION
IL Municipal Retirement Fund IMRF

AMOUNT
$ 31,671.27

EFT
EFT
EFT
EFT
EFT

subtotal for account $ 31,671.27
Account - Imprest
VENDOR
DESCRIPTION
VSP - Vision Service Plan (IL)Health Insurance

AMOUNT
$
224.02

subtotal for account $

224.02

GRAND TOTAL CHECKS ISSUED $ 36,207.45

McHenry Public Library District
LIBRARIAN’S REPORT
January 2017
Administration
























J. Scholtz attended McHenry County Library Directors meeting at Cary 1/27 + city ad hoc mtg.
2/16 (Mayor Low’s last meeting).
B. Edminster attended the RAILS Assistant Directors’ Networking Group at Addison, 1/27. He
was able to share McHenry’s experience with Career Online High School.
CCS makes decision for new ILS - Polaris (Innovative) chosen. 2/1 CCS Governing Bd. Voted
to engage in negotiations with Polaris with switchover ending Spring 2018. Also, CCS will be
remodeling headquarters to include a centralized training center – invaluable for new ILS
training.
Scholtz attended Rte. 31 remodel/expansion meeting at Shah Center, 2/8. Scholtz is trying to
coordinate building of sanitary sewer with the tear-up of Rte. 31 (working with State and City), if
possible. Calls to city, state project manager and Eriksson Engineering.
Scholtz – calls to Northern Micrographics and Shaw Media with emails to McHenry County
Historical Society to authorize/coordinate the digitization of the Plaindealer (1875-1985) and
make it available on the web via Rescarta. Hopefully, Shaw Media will give us permission to
digitize the film. The Plaindealer is already available through Newsbank.
B. Edminster represented the library at the Character Counts! Coalition meeting, 2/9.
B. Edminster represented the library at the Friends of the Library meeting, 2/16.
B. Edminster led the Classic Book Group in its discussion of Les Misérables by Victor Hugo,
2/20.
B. Edminster and a library team will be shaving their heads to raise money to fight pediatric
cancer at the St. Baldrick’s Community Shave, 3/16.
Scholtz met with Iver Johnson 2/8. Sanitary sewer issue was hopefully resolved with help from
original work vendor.
Scholtz completed RFP for RFID project. Will be sending RFP out to vendors within next 2
weeks pending board approval, 2/21.
Travel and miscellaneous reimbursements will now be paid out on the employees payroll
checks every two weeks instead of monthly by D. Gunness.
D. Gunness is collecting the necessary sick time information for the changes in the new MPLD
sick leave policy.

Adult Services







Bidding a fond farewell to a wonderful colleague, L. Mann after ten years of devoted service to
this library from page to Librarian I. We wish you all the best in your new position as Head of
Adult Services at Sycamore Public Library.
Compiling microfilm count for J. Scholtz. T. Hillier
Scanned and uploaded donated telephone directories. T. Hillier
Nonfiction has been weeded. Re-shifting of nonfiction materials due to more room on shelves
will begin the middle of March.
Attended People in Need Forum. Z. Terrill
Jamie from the Steger-South Chicago Heights Library contacted me in regards to our
homebound program. Steger-South Library is looking to start their own program and wanted
information on how MPLD runs the homebound program. I shared with her copies of the forms
we use, also the Senior Services and Outreach brochures which we distribute to local
community organizations. LM



I had a patron who had been looking at some of our pictures and plaques outside the study
rooms and was curious about the history of the library. He wanted to know when and why the
library moved over from the Green Street building. I spoke to him a little bit about what I
remembered from the library’s history that is outlined on the library’s website. I also printed the
history of the library from the website. He was very grateful and told me that this is the nicest
library that he has been to in a long time. ZT

Building Services





Main Library red rubber flooring is in the process of being waxed.
This winter thus far, we have used 18 pallets of salt which equals 44,100 pounds.
Partition wall in main meeting room was recently maintained by contractor.
Zero turn plow additions were made by adding handle and a spring upgrade.

Circulation





S. Willis reports 122 expired holds were pulled.
It was announced that Barb Majka would be the new Circulation Manager, Barb started 2/6
(Welcome!!).
S. Willis and L. Rex worked to cover all the opening and closing hours in January.
J. Stevens and K. Johnson worked extra hours to help cover the loss of A. Nicholls.

Human Resources










One employee terminated: A. Nicholls (1/03)
As of 2/01/2017, we have 50 employees (29 full-time and 21 part-time) and our FTE is now at
39 employees.
Offer extended and accepted for the Circulation Manager position. Hire date of 2/6/17 is
planned.
Approval received to hire two (2) part-time Associate Librarians – both at 20 hours per week.
Received approx. 20 applicants and pre-screened six (6) applicants and scheduled those
individuals for on-site interviews with the YPS Manager.
Salary Increase Information: Data is pulled from a minimum of 3 months (vs. monthly) to
maintain confidentiality and also provide meaningful numbers.
o Average Salary increase for the Last 3 months – 3%
 This average calculation is missing data from one employee whose salary
increase has not yet been submitted.
o Average Salary increase for the FY 2016-2017 (year-to-date) – 2.72%
 This average calculation is missing data from two employees whose salary
increases have not yet been submitted.
 Fiscal YTD: two employees did not receive an increase due to performance and
two employees have received lump-sum merit payments vs. an increase to their
base salary
Had several discussions with department managers regarding employee issues of low-mid level
complexity.
Resolved final issues regarding open enrollment for 1-01-17 benefits (Dental and Supplemental
Life).













Worked with Debbie G and our payroll vendor to resolve issues & errors on our system following
our switch to display PTO (vacation, personal, sick) accruals per pay period (vs. per calendar
year).
MPLD was one of many area businesses invited to participate in the “Break Your Boundaries”
weight-loss challenge. We enrolled 22 participants (over 40% of our staff) in this health
initiative. Centegra representatives conducted pre-challenge weigh-ins and measurements on
January 4th and also presented a nutritional educational session on January 20th
In addition to the weekly information provided by Centegra, I have provided a weekly “healthy
tip” and collaborated with the AS Manager for library resources (books) on weight loss/healthy
lifestyles.
Participated in HR Roundtable (sponsored by Management Association) at the Palatine Public
Library.
Attended the Manager’s Meeting and led discussion on a few HR-related agenda items.
Attended Board of Trustees meeting to discuss revisions to Sick Leave policy and accounting
for IMRF credited service benefit based on unused/unpaid sick days.
Met with representatives from ADP and Paylocity regarding their HRIS/Payroll products.
Met with representative from CAFCU for introductory meeting.

Public Relations










Laid out March/April/May Preface newsletter, which will be mailed to 21,000 households on
February 10.
Coordinated with McHenry County Land Conservancy to display their annual photography
contest entries in our Meeting Room hallway during the month of February.
Prepared printed materials for Winter Reading Program; promoted program through various
media.
Promoted upcoming events via website, Social Media, indoor/outdoor electronic signage and enewsletter.
Updated website and staff intranet as needed.
Coordinated AARP Tax Aide program with its coordinator to have Storytime Room booked and
set up for their Feb. 7 start date. Promoted the service to the community.
Assisted Sunshine Committee with monthly birthday celebration.
Attended management team meeting.
Attended Centegra “Break Your Boundaries” corporate weight loss challenge workshop.

Technical Services












K. Meadows coordinated with D. Lavin and P. Radic to complete the annual magazine shifting
and withdrawal of the old magazines.
K. Kimbrel worked with D. Lavin to solidify recently acquired knowledge of the RDA (Resource
Description and Access) cataloging standard.
D. Lavin worked with K. Meadows and P. Radic to teach Google spreadsheets.
K. Walker completed a project updating the status of materials orders prior to FY2016-2017.
K. Walker ran the Dungeons and Dragons event, Jan. 10.
K. Kimbrel, D. Lavin, K. Meadows, P. Radic, K. Walker and K. Milfajt participated in Technical
Services Department meeting, Jan. 18.
D. Lavin attended an Infopeople webinar, Jan. 19.
K. Meadows, K. Walker and K. Milfajt attended Break Your Boundaries workshop, Jan. 20.



K. Milfajt participated in Collection Development meeting, Jan. 3, attended the Project Laulima
Cataloging online meeting with Polaris, Jan. 4, facilitated Contemporary Book Group, Jan 9,
participated in Management Team meeting, Jan. 10, attended Polaris Simply Reports online
demo, Jan. 16, and attended SCRAP, Jan. 18.

Technology








Patrons accessed the Wi-Fi 1000 unique users during December.
This month MPLit closed 58 Helpdesk tickets.
MPLit performed our routine maintenance of our patron and staff workstations
MPLit added a phone to Deb Lavin’s desk
MPLit bought and setup new laptops for Adult and youth.
We made the switch from CallOne to Comcast for our Phone provider.

Youth Services
















Afterschool Snack Program: 15 snacks served this month and 28 adults attendee with their
child.
Spanish Language Interactions: Adult: 88, Teen: 29, Children: 160
The Youth Services Department rolled out the 1,000 Books Before Kindergarten reading
program. Families are encourage to read every day with their child and aim to read 1,000 book
before the child starts kindergarten as this will help close the vocabulary gap. The program has
been well received as 40 kids were signed up in the first 2 weeks. This program is funded in part
by the Friends of the McHenry Library. M. Dineen and R. Raleigh were instrumental in getting
the program started by creating the reading logs, pulling together materials and promoting the
program.
J. Velasquez visited Valley View’s Bilingual K/1 classroom on Janurary 18, with an Invierno
(Winter) theme. Kids loved Oso polar, oso polar, ¿que es ese ruido? because they could make
animal sounds! We also shared selections from the Award-winning Iguanas in the Snow and
Other Winter Poems/Iguanas en la nieve y otros poemas de invierno by Francisco Alarcón, with
die cut snowflakes falling as “nieve” (snow).
G. Doolan hosted a family night for Shepard of the Hills Preschool. The kids were treated to a
storytime and then the parents were given a tour of the library, learned about library services for
their children and given an introduction to our newest online service Miss Humblebee’s
Academy.
C. Bergan hosted Valley View 5th grade tours and book talks at the library. This was the first
time that we had 5th graders come for a tour in a long time. C. Bergan has since helped about
five or six students find books from the book talks, helped them place holds, or suggest read
alikes when books were out.
M. Cairo worked with a variety of special needs groups in January. She hosted groups from
Prairiewood School in Woodstock, Valley View School and Pioneer Center residents. These
groups have a variety of cognitive abilities and M. Cairo works to tailor the tours and storytimes
to a level that engages them and adds sensory features to the activities.
L. Jakacki chaired the January meeting of the North Suburban Digital Consortium. Again the
main topic of the meeting was funding to purchase new materials and fill holds at a rate similar
to print copies in libraries. The consortium saw a 18% increase in circulation and a 8% increase
in users in 2016.
Tawnee Calhoun and Steffanie Baseley have been hired as new Assistant Librarian’s in YS
Dept. Starting dates TBD. Welcome!!

Statistics and Highlights Narrative
Legend – ABk – Adult Books; JBk – Children’s Books; PBk – Paperback Books; AudBk – Audio books; JAudBk –
Children’s Audio books; ILL – Interlibrary loan; Vid/DVD – Videos/DVDs; JVid/DVD – Children’s Videos/DVDs;
Oth - Other

The TS Dept. added xxxx items (-xxx%) and withdrew xxx (+xx%) compared with August 2016. Staff
also mended 1424 items (-22%) and processed 1582 new items (-21%). Overall circulation
decreased by (-1%) from the previous year/month and we were open 2 more days (29). All areas
except AAud and Vid/DVD decreased in Circulation. Holds increased (+13% but renewal decreased (4%). Patron traffic increased by +10% (16,750 but the video count ave. was only 15,094.
Also our eMagazine/Zinio was at (-19%) with digital downloads (+1%, 2228), Zinio and Hoopla were at
(-19% and +25% respectively. Internet use (Adult +8 and youth +15%) but overall, use declined by 4%). Our study room use increased by (+17%) but meeting room use declined (-16%). Programs for
all age groups were up – (adult +38%; child +11%; teen +50%).

UpComing Events and Projects








Solar panels/array to be installed March/April – 1st construction mtg 2/20.
Round Lake PL board coming for visit-tour + board meeting 2/22.
State of McHenry luncheon – J. Scholtz attending 2/22 (11:30-2pm)
McHenry Chamber Business Expo – library exhibiting (2/25 – 10am – 4pm) K. Lambert, J.
Scholtz + possible other staff) – McHenry West High School
Consolidated election – 4/4 (MPLD is polling place) – 3 library trustees up for re-election.
Meet with Gillespie Design, Eriksson Engineering, IDOT and City about site expansion
plans/entry re-location, lift station idea, land acquisition for Rte 31 expansion and sanitary sewer
solution.

EXECUTIVE SESSION MINUTES
MCHENRY PUBLIC LIBRARY DISTRICT
BOARD OF LIBRARY TRUSTEES

Date: December 13, 2016
Time: 7:58 p.m.
Location: Library Board Meeting Room

Members Present:

Kathy Beaderstadt, Margaret Carey, Delphine Grala, Monica Leccese, Charles Reilly,
Bradley Schubert, and Jill Stone

Members Absent:

None

During Executive Session, the Board discussed the appointment, employment, compensation, discipline,
performance or dismissal of specific employees of the public body in compliance with the Open
Meetings Act 5 ILCS 120/2 section 2(c)(1) and review and release of the November 15, 2016 executive
session minutes.
No action was taken during Executive Session.

Respectfully Submitted,

____________________________________
Monica Leccese, Secretary

Text for Motion Sheet
1. Roll Call

DATE: December 13, 2016
Called to Order: 7:58 p.m.
1. Roll call

Kathy
Beaderstadt
P

Margaret
Carey
P

A=Abstain, M=Motion, N=No, NP=Not Present, P=Present, S=Second, Y=Yes

Delphine
Grala
P

Monica
Leccese
P

Charles
Reilly
P

Bradley
Jill
Schubert Stone
P
P

McHenry Public Library District
809 N. Front St.
McHenry, IL 60050
815.385.0036; FAX 815.385.7085

MEMO
TO:
FROM:
RE:
DATE:

MPLD Board of Trustees
Jim Scholtz, Executive Director, MPLD
2017 Potential Projects – NEW board update
2/21/2017

The purpose of this memo is to outline some of the potential projects looming before the MPLD in 2017
and beyond so that the board/administration can prioritize them relative to the budget, calendar of events
and the strategic plan. I would like to elicit board and staff opinions regarding these projects, budget and
time schedules. Hopefully, we will begin discussion of these projects in January 2017 and beyond:
1) Retrofit and enlarge the existing solar panel array (scheduled for 4/2017, weather dependent)
Retrofitting and enlarging the solar array will hopefully begin in Mid-March 2017, weather dependent. P.
Labera, Magiteck Energy Solutions, Inc. will meet with me 2/20. 20kWh total new panels + new
structure, SREC credits to enhance payback. Est. $53,000.
2) Staff/board visits to other area libraries concerning RFID, gates, self-checks, etc.
J. Scholtz completed RFID RFP. Board will authorize document to be sent out 2/21/17. Envisionware,
MK Solutions, 3M, and Tech Logic will be sent RFP. Implementation of system to correspond with new
ILS (CCS – Polaris) implementation, Spring 2018. Est. $250,000.
3) Repair/replacement of main floor carpeting – project involves closing library, moving books/stacks,
carpet removal + floor prep for new carpet, new carpet installation. Original carpet cannot be repaired
easily/well and may cause a tripping issue for staff/patrons – needs to be replaced but only if we plan to
occupy this building for 5+ years.
Mueller Interiors (Crystal Lake) contacted. Depending upon price/vendor, we may have to go out for bid
but they have done work for us before – GSA pricing?? No pricing on carpeting removal/replacement
yet. I’ve also been in contact with Hallett Moving Co. to look at moving library stacks relative to this
project – $19,760 for moving stacks.
4) Discussion with Gillespie Design concerning a new annex (for YS Dept.+ meeting rooms). This
project could be combined with #3 (a necessity) and/or #5? Could we site the annex for use now and
continued use if attached to a new building to the North/West? (Sometime in future)

5) Installation of a lift station for sanitary sewer to replace shared system (must this project be done to
accommodate #4? It involves the DOT.) (est. $256,000)

I attended 1st IDOT meeting for re-construction of Rte 31 (2/8). We can barter land acquisition of our
property for replacement of our community sanitary sewer line (not recommended) or attachment to an
already installed lift station (attaching to city owned sewer on East side of Rte. 31). Est. for lift station
project, $256,000). When is IDOT doing the project?
What kind of carpet repairs can we make to the existing carpet/seams to extend the life of the carpet
(originally installed in 1994)? Could we do #3 without doing #4? – Yes. But, if we are thinking about
doing #4, how long should we wait to do it because #3 only gets worse? How do we fund #3 and 4? Do
we need to do #5 before OR co-incidentally with #4 (due to state/city building codes)? In terms of moving
YS, what would we use the existing space for – how would we rearrange space for Adult? For # 3 and
#4, we would need to be closed to the public for a period of time – possibly to staff as well. If there is a
short period of time between the 2 projects, it would be best to link them together to be closed for the
shortest amount of time, accomplishing the most activities/changes at one time (my opinion). We would
also spend less money relative to the two projects.
Underlying these projects is the ultimate question – Are we going to stay in this building and, if ‘yes’,
how long? Will it be worth it to build an addition/annex, install new carpeting, etc.? My initial answer to
this question after being in the community for 9+ years is “Yes.” It would be much more expensive to
build a new library and building referendums don’t have much success in this area. We could potentially
do all of these projects with ‘saved’ money - very little financing.

McHenry Public Library District Request for Proposal

RFP# 2-03-2017-1
RFID Equipment Purchase, Installation and Item Conversion

Date: 2-03-2017
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Introduction
The McHenry Public Library District (MPLD) (here after referred to as the Library or MPLD) is seeking
proposals for a turnkey Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) total solution from qualified companies to
replace and enhance an existing, outdated but functioning 3M/Checkpoint magnetic solution. The RFID
System will be used for staff assisted and patron check-in and check-out processes, theft prevention,
and inventory. Preference will be given to the vendors who can provide an ‘all-in-one’ solution, rather
than providing piecemeal equipment and software. The proposed solution should include the following
items, specifications and pricing:
RFID equipment, hardware, software, non-proprietary ISO15963 RFID tags, RFID workstation kits,
RFID compatible self-checkout stations, security gates, hand-held inventory wand [and/or associated
equipment], and one or more tagging stations and in/out security gates for 1 exit/entrance (+ gate/
people counter) plus automated sorting system (AMH, 3-5 bins) with capability for additional bins in the
future. The successful bidder will also include professional services for installation, implementation,
project management, initial software/hardware training for staff and the provision of ongoing
support/maintenance contract along with valid warranties on work/installed equipment. Payment will be
made after successful on-site bench testing, either as an entire unit or after certain benchmark goals
have been met.

Pertinent Library Statistics
The McHenry Public Library District (MPLD) is located in McHenry, IL (McHenry County).
# Circulations:
# Patrons:
# Branches:
# Library Items:
Library ILS

729,000 (2016)
42,023 patrons served
1 main library, no branches, no bookmobiles
Approximately 155,000 total items (see breakdown by media type)
MPLD is part of a 24-member library consortium, CCS sharing an ILS (currently
Sirsi-Dynix, Horizon system, moving to Polaris, Spring 2018)

Scope of Project
Proposals are sought for a turnkey RFID system consisting of complete solution, hardware and
software for all required functions (see Requirements): hardware, software (preferably web-based),
installation, training, on-going maintenance and enhancements. The hardware and software interface
seamlessly with the Library’s consortium-based ILS and also provide basic system diagnostic and
calibration functions of equipment plus work with all existing PCs and internal network components as
well as staff workflows. The project can be seen to be realized in three distinct phases (possibly
installed in a sequence relative to the phase):
Installation of all hardware/software (circulation side/patron side, self-check machines, connection of
devices to ILS via SIP2 (or other protocol relative to ILS), staff training for all functions/modules (on-line
and print copies of manuals); security gates installed (with public gate counters);
Training for staff on equipment for retrospective RFID tagging of existing collection;
Installation of automated check-in/sorting (AMH) system installed + inventory control + staff training for
all of these functions

Project/System Requirements
The McHenry Public Library District (MPLD or the Library) is seeking to convert from an
electromagnetic 3M security system to an RFID security system, adding self-checks, software and
hardware for self-checkout, staff assisted checkout, security, collection management/inventory control,
gate counter, RFID system software, automated materials return/sorting hardware and software (an
AMH 3-5-bin system, available for add-on), as well as providing a number of statistical controls/counts,
seamlessly working with the library’s ILS (currently Sirsi-Dynix, Horizon based via CCS 24-member
library consortium; moving to Polaris/Innovative system by Spring 2018). We are looking for an all-inone vendor who can do the following: supply tags, purchase/lease of an automated tagging system,
purchase of all hardware, software + software upgrades, staff RFID tagging/software/hardware use
training; and self-checkout system hardware/software and installation for all equipment/software
previously described. All this equipment/software should be able to be easily used by library staff and
patrons to create a seamless user experience. The vendor will provide on-site set-up/troubleshooting
upon initial set-up, as well as staff training and training manuals will be made available to all staff. The
vendor should be in a position to refer to an operational site or sites of similar functionality and purpose,
and be prepared to give demonstrations, if asked, on the use and functions of the following integrated
modules. Site visits by board/library staff may be involved. Following are elements of the entire
project:













Conversion from barcode to RFID tag regardless of medium of the item, (barcodes will be
retained on existing items and still added to new items)
Tagging requirements from various library vendors (e.g. B&T, Midwest Tape, Follett, etc.) of
newly acquired items, regardless of medium,
Retrospective tagging of existing collection – recommendation methodology, equipment and
tagging supplies regardless of medium,
Real-time interface to Sirsi-Dynix Horizon (ILS) circulation modules and cataloging interface
using self-check hardware provided + possibility of using some existing self-check units (if
adaptable),
Staff check-out and check-in of all materials – practice and methodology,
Patron self-serve check-out stations,
Performing inventory with a portable RFID reader,
Generating, gathering and displaying/printout of various activity statistics relative to RFID
functionality and interface with Circulation system (self-check counts, uses, items, etc.) compilation and display,
RFID security gate system to read items not disabled at checkout process,
Automated materials sorting (AMH) equipment consisting of at least 4 -7 bins, that are UL listed,
OSHA certified and designed to fit in available space and current dimensions but that have
expansion capability. Prefer system that is scalable with ‘drop-in,’ replaceable components +
also enclosed for safety.
Our current circulation system utilizes Codabar 31 barcodes and we will still be adhering
barcodes to items due to the consortial nature of Illinois libraries and interlibrary loan
requirements. So self-check systems and staff assisted check out stations must also be
compatible for Codabar scanning.

Purpose of RFP:
To evaluate and select a provider for a turn-key, self-service RFID solution for library customers while
achieving better inventory control for staff. Among other benefits, the proposed RFID system should
provide significant productivity gains through reduction in key labor-intensive workflow processes,
enhanced customer service, reduced material losses, reduced incidents of staff repetitive motion
injuries, and improved inventory accuracy.
Proposals are sought for a total software/hardware solution with one company including the following:
all necessary hardware/electronics, preferably web-based software that integrates with the ILS,
shipping, installation, conversion, staff training, project management, and ongoing maintenance. The
proposal is to be for a turn-key, total package system.
Achieve meaningful knowledge transfer for new solution such that the Library can support the system
without significant long-term supports from the vendors after the customer post implementation support
phase of the project.
Timeline
Scheduled Item:

Date:

RFP Released
Date & Time Deadline for Questions
RFP Due Date and Time
Bid Award Date
Project Start Date

3/1/2017
3/27/2017 questions may be asked up to 4/9
pertaining to RFP submission requirements.
4/10/2017 (4p.m. CDT)
5/12/2017
Vendor and library dependent, ASAP
relative to ILS migration progress

Contact Information and Proposal Delivery – Submittal Agreement
(See Exhibit A, Submittal Agreement in this packet for cover page/inclusive material)
Proposals should be delivered before or by
The RFP due date to:
Contact: James C. Scholtz, Executive Director
Library Name: McHenry Public Library District
Address: 809 N. Front St.
Address 2:
City, State, & Zip: McHenry, IL 60050
Phone: 815-385-0036 (9am – 5pm, weekdays)
E-mail: jscholtz@mchenrylibrary.org
Procedure to Submit Questions
Questions must be submitted to the above email address before or by the RFP questions due date of
3/27/2017. See timeline above. Phone calls 815-385-0036 (ask for Executive Director, James Scholtz)

Library Computer Specifications
The system (hardware and software) must be compatible with the MPLD’s standard circulation:
 Windows 7 and 10, 64-bit, I5 processor or better
 4-8Gb RAM
 500Gb+ Hard Drive (some units only have a solid-state hard drive, no CD-RW)
 17" widescreen LCD Monitor, some 19”
 Gigabit NIC
 USB Barcode Scanner (keyboard wedge scanner/USB)
 Star Metronics Receipt Printer (USB port)
The Library seeks RFID solutions that include tags, hardware, software, installation, project
management, staff training and on-going support, maintenance and trouble/shooting.
Bidders must be able to demonstrate a proven ability to provide and implement the following items:
 Seamless integration with the Library’s ILS that updates constantly and automatically and
streamlines staff and patron workflows
 All tags and devices writing to the tags must conform to ISO 28560-2 per NISO RP-6 2012 and
ISO 15693, ISO 18000-3 Mode 1 standards; durable tags - ISO compliant RFID tags that easily
affix to all circulating library items regardless of format and which are guaranteed for the lifetime
of the item to which they are affixed (i.e. 10 yrs. 100,000 write/read; data stored on protected
transponder chip with different sizes and types of labels for different library materials)
 Interoperability with the Library’s existing computers and ILS coupled with an easy-to-use
system interface (prefer web-based GUI allowing access to statistics, connections, etc.).
Dashboard control with seamless access to ILS for staff configuration highly desirable
 RFID pads and staff workstation upgrades that enable staff to use either barcode scanners or
RFID pads to input barcodes in all ILS modules; pads require no SIP connection; readers meet
ISO 18000-3/15693 standards
 Shelf-reading and inventory tools which are easy to use and make it viable to inventory the
entire collection at least once per year
 ADA-compliant, theft deterrent but attractive gates, modular in design to minimize problems in
wiring/connection initial installation, upgrades and repairs. Patron counter integrated within
units, Gates should have alarm activated to outgoing (not incoming) items with the ability to
adjust RFID antenna sensitivity due to environment/circumstances (DSP) along with ability in
software to determine alarm triggers;
 Self-check units. (3-7 count depending upon placement within the Library). To provide a
number of different types of self-check units relative to operations/library placement, etc. Units
should have built-in barcode scanners with easy-to-access receipt printers for printing receipts +
capability for email receipts for all transactions (check-outs, renewals, fine/fee payments.
Capability for patrons to see items currently checked out and to renew items ‘not in hand’ is
highly desirable. Ease of roll paper replacement and ink is also highly desired.
 Easily maneuverable mobile tagging station (rental/lease/purchase options should be
presented)
 Security options, other than locking cases, for AV materials which provide effective theftdeterrence while reducing library handling requirements.

Submission of Proposals
Submit one (1) original and (1) copy of your proposal clearly marked as such. In addition, include an
electronic copy of your proposal on a flash drive with USB port, CD or DVD, in PDF format. Please
include Exhibit A as your cover page for ease of identification.
The outside of the box or package and the cover or title page of each proposal shall be marked with the
following information (see Exhibit A for completion form) plus inclusion of Exhibit A (cover page):
RFP # 2-03-2017-1
RFID Equipment, Purchase, Installation, and Item Conversion for MPLD
Due Date Monday, April 10, 2017 by 4:00pm (CST)
Selection Criteria
The following information will be considered in the vendor selection process:
Being a one-vendor/total vendor solution
 Ability to successfully integrate (operational level) with our ILS
 Ease of use of (simplicity and seamless integration) self-check integrated software (prefer webbased)
 Evaluation of Functionality
 Customer Reference Checks
 Customer Support Ratings
 Third-Party Product Integration (if needed)
 Development History
 Design Quality
 Features
 Total Cost + various features/options costs
 Possible Vendor Demonstrations/Discussions
 Possess all insurance and workman’s compensation documents required in order to do
business in IL (be able to produce/show documents)
The selection process will determine the best responsible bidder meeting all of the specifications. The
Library reserves the right to reject any and all bids or to waive any technicalities in bids when it
determines it is in the Library's best interest.
Contract Documents
The successful respondent(s) will be expected to enter into a contract with the Library pursuant to the
documents that include the RFP, the vendor’s proposal, the summary of negotiation, and any and all
other additional materials submitted by the vendor. The only official answer or position of the Library will
be the one stated in writing.
Late Proposals
Late proposals shall be rejected and returned to the proposer. This deadline is absolute and proposals
received after the due date and time shall not be considered. Proposers must select a method of
delivery that ensures proposals will be delivered to the correct location by the due date and time.

General Information


Responding firms are prohibited from communicating in any other manner about this project
with any other Library employee from the date of issuance of this proposal until the final
selection. Other means of communications or contact may disqualify the submitting firm.



Award will not be awarded to more than one vendor unless the marketplace or technology
dictates that course of action/bid award.



The Library reserves the right to reject any or all proposals, to waive any informalities,
irregularities or technical defects in proposals, and unless otherwise specified by the Library to
accept any item or groups of items in the proposal, as may be in the best interest of the Library.



The Library is not required to accept the lowest price proposal. Responses will be evaluated to
determine the most advantageous proposal on a variety of factors including but not limited to
price, evaluation of functionality, customer reference checks, customer support ratings, thirdparty product integration, development history, design quality and features.



The Library reserves the right to verify any information provided during the RFP process and
may contact references listed or any other persons known to have contracted with the Proposer.



All items are new manufacture unless otherwise specifically stated in this solicitation or in the
response by the vendor.



All products must have passed the first line quality standard as set by the manufacturer and no
seconds, blemished articles or items having defective workmanship are included.



Vendors and/or parent companies must have ISO9001 Quality Management Certification
Vendors must include a valid certificate in the RFP proposal.



Respondents shall notify the Library immediately of any changes to specifications made by the
manufacturer for the equipment listed.

Critical Requirements
The vendor of the RFID system proposed should be in a position to meet the following critical
requirements by the date proposals are due. The vendor should have available for review and be in a
position to refer to an operational site or sites to showcase the following functionality:

Conversion to RFID Regardless of Item Type
 Interface to the MPLD’s current ILS Currently Sirsi-Dynix, Horizon. The library will be moving to
a Polaris, Innovative system. Migration will be completed by Spring 2018. More information
regarding the migration (via our consortium CCS) can be made available upon request.
 Durable, ISO 28560–2 compliant RFID tags that easily affix to an item,
 Patron self-service with the ability to collect fines and fees and to print receipts
 Payment system must be PCI 3.0 Compliant. (Currently, the Library does not have a separate
PCI 3.0 compliant network for processing payments via credit/debit cards. All payments for
overdue fees are checks/cash are through secure 3rd party bank (Wells Fargo). This procedure
will NOT be available after migration to Polaris and its replacement functionality has not been
detailed by CCS. The Library also uses wireless cellular service for other payments
(copies/scans/FAXes).
 RFID conversion for the library’s existing staff circulation and technical services stations
 Inventorying with portable RFID equipment
 Shelf-reading with portable RFID equipment
 Activity statistics compilation and display that includes comprehensive reporting capabilities
 Security gates with exit only alarm with secured item(s). No alarm when entering with secured
items(s)
 Security gates equipped with bi-directional radar people counter. The counter data must be
accessible via network
 Maneuverable and mobile automatic tagging station(s) for loan or lease to ensure a tagging
capacity of at least 800 items per hour equaling 32,000 per 5 working days (8 hours daily) by
using an automatic tagging station for 80% of the library’s collection
 Easy to use self-check stations that are customizable to match the library’s existing interior
colors, branding and furnishings
 Self-check stations must be made from stainless steel and provide a powder coated finish
Submission Requirements
Technical Requirements
The RFP represents the functional capabilities, performance characteristics, and hardware minimums
desired. The requirements are intended for the protection of the library and vendors by reducing the
possibility of misinterpretation of the Library’s needs. Vendors must respond to every requirement
contained in the Technical Requirements section of the RFP using the following criteria specified in
Exhibit B – Technical Requirements in this RFP.
Pricing
Prices reflected in the proposal shall include any discounts extended. Unit prices shall be quoted for all
components and costs for hardware, software, installation, and service. Vendor must include shipping
in the pricing proposal. Vendor must include prices of all equipment and any options (as well as any
one time and/or repetitive license fees) needed to meet all specifications. Pricing must include
installation and successful testing of all software, hardware, and connections. Acceptance and
payment of contract based on interface and 100% usability by library staff/patrons and integration with
ILS within 30 days of contract work completion and acceptance by Library. Vendors must use the
Exhibit C - Pricing Sheet section in this RFP for submitting costs of products proposed. Vendors
submitting other pricing documentation can be rejected and/or subject to disqualification.

Guarantees and Warranties
All guarantees and warranties should be stated in writing and submitted as part of the proposal.
The vendor shall warrant that the system will meet the reliability and performance requirements set
forth in the RFP and will continue to do so as long as the system remains under vendor maintenance.
Corporate Experience and Capacity
The proposer shall provide information that documents its firm’s experience and capacity to produce
the required outcomes. The proposer is defined as the company, entity, parent/subsidiary companies or
partnerships who are submitting a proposal under this RFP, not individual companies in a partnership
of joint venture. This information shall include:
1. A brief history of the company, including incorporation and ownership, and experience installing
the products and services requested in this RFP, especially at/in libraries using the Polaris ILS.
2. List details of parent company, partners, and suppliers, as well as the nature of the vendor’s
relationship to them
3. Details of any litigation instigated against the vendor or cancellation of contract for nonperformance of the vendor in the past five (5) years
4. Any other information regarding the vendor’s experience that will assist the library in evaluating
the proposal and making a decision
5. Vendor should list at least three customer references comparable to this RFP
6. Failure to provide the above information may result in the proposer being disqualified and its
proposal not considered. The Library reserves the right to contact any and all references to
obtain information without limitation and regardless of the proposer’s performance on the listed
jobs.
Hardware/Software Technical Support
1. Specify normal operating hours for tech support, and describe procedures for obtaining
assistance during off hours.
2. Installation Requirements and library’s responsibilities.
3. The proposed system must be installed according to a schedule determined in coordination with
library staff to minimize disruption.
4. Vendors must recommend and provide an installation plan. The library anticipates starting the
retrospective conversion-tagging project as soon as a proposal is accepted.
5. Vendor must also be available for consultation on placement of hardware to accommodate
network infrastructure, power and ventilation requirements, building restrictions, etc., and to
maximize workflow, staffing, and patron convenience issues.
6. Warranty and Service Requirements
7. The circulation RFID tags must be guaranteed to be effective for the life of the item to which
they are originally affixed and, if found to be defective, they must be replaced at no cost to the
library.
8. The vendor must provide an all-inclusive, 12-month extended warranty on equipment, software,
and components and offer extended maintenance/service contract thereafter.
9. Software warranty: Software patches and service pack releases must be supplied
10. The library shall be able to request service using a toll-free 800 number.
11. Service technicians will be equipped with parts normally required to service the equipment and
reduce downtime. Library can request a spare part package to be stored at the library – please
provide pricing.
12. Average on-site response time must be no longer than eight hours
13. The service agreement must include remote maintenance for expert technical consultation and
software support.

Training and Service Requirements
1. The Library seeks to train key circulation, technical services, system administration, and public
services staff in the use of all equipment.
2. Training will be performed by the vendor and will take place at the Library
3. The Library requires user manuals, plus any other materials that are typically distributed during
training.
4. The Library requires that manuals be available in electronic format with unlimited distribution
within the library, and shall be supplied free of charge.
5. The Library requires unlimited interaction with the vendor sales staff and technical support staff
during installation planning, the installation phase, and follow-up immediately after such
installation.
6. Indicate options and pricing for additional staff training periods and topics. Indicate the cost for
refresher training (separate in remote and onsite).
Health and Safety
 All equipment must be UL or CE Listed
 All equipment must be FCC compliant.
 The system must be in compliance with ADA guidelines
 Detection or security corridors must be in compliance with relevant ADA requirements

Insurance
INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE McHENRY PUBLIC LIBRARY DISTRICT
“SMALL EXPOSURE JOBS”
It is hereby agreed and understood that the insurance required by the McHenry Public Library District is
primary coverage and that any insurance or self-insurance maintained by the Library, its officers, board
members, agents, employees or authorized volunteers will not contribute to a loss. All insurance shall
be in full force prior to commencing work and remain in force until the entire job is completed or the
length of time that is specified in the contract. By submitting a bid for this RFP, vendors agree to the
terms and conditions regarding the following insurance requirements:
GENERAL LIABILITY COVERAGE
 Commercial General Liability
 $1,000,000 general aggregate
 $1,000,000 products - completed operations aggregate
 $500,000 personal injury and advertising injury
 $500,000 each occurrence limit
 Claims made form of coverage is not acceptable.
 Insurance must include:
 Premises and Operations Liability
 Blanket Contractual Liability
 Personal Injury
 Explosion, collapse and underground coverage
 Products/Completed Operations
 The general aggregate must apply separately to this project/location
BUSINESS AUTOMOBILE COVERAGE
 Limits - $250,000 each person/$500,000 each accident for Bodily Injury and
 $100,000 for Property Damage
 OR
 $500,000 Combined Single Limit for Bodily Injury and Property Damage each accident
 Must cover liability for "Any Auto" - including Owned, Non-Owned and Hired Automobile Liability
WORKERS COMPENSATION AND EMPLOYERS LIABILITY – As required by Illinois State Statute
and/or any Workers Compensation Statutes of a different state must carry coverage for Statutory
Workers Compensation and Employers Liability limit of:
 $100,000 Each Accident
 $500,000 Disease Policy Limit
 $100,000 Disease - Each Employee
BUILDER'S RISK/INSTALLATION FLOATER
The Library will not assume responsibility for loss, including loss of use, for damage to property,
materials, tools, equipment, and items of a similar nature which are being either used in the work being
performed by the contractor or are to be installed or erected by the contractor.
If coverage is desired for this exposure, the contractor may, at his own cost, procure insurance to cover
same.

ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS
 Additional Insured - On the General Liability Coverage, Comprehensive Automobile Coverage
and Umbrella Coverage. McHenry Public Library District, its officers, employees, agents and
authorized volunteers shall be Additional Insureds.
 Endorsement  The Additional Insured Policy endorsement must accompany the Certificate of Insurance.
 Certificates of Insurance  A copy of the Certificate of Insurance must be on file with the Library Business Manager.
 Notice  NOTE: The Library requires 30 day written notice of cancellation, non-renewal or material
change in the insurance coverage.
 The insurance coverage required must be provided by an insurance carrier with the "Best"
rating of "A-VII" or better. All carriers shall be admitted carriers in the State of Illinois.

Contract Documents
The documents that shall constitute the contract between the parties shall include this RFP and
Exhibits within, the vendor’s response, the summary of negotiation, and any and all other additional
materials submitted by the vendor.
All vendors should be aware of the following contractual requirements which will be incorporated into
the final contract document and, as a result, should price their proposals accordingly:
The vendor must comply with all requirements under the Illinois Prevailing Wage Act in the
performance of all work under this contract;
The vendor will be required to provide a performance bond in the amount of 10% of the total bid price
(upon acceptance of bid) issued by a surety company acceptable to the Library. This bond will be held
by the Library until completion/acceptance of work.
Library Check List
Proposal Requirements (to be checked off by Library staff for vendors having/not having items)
General
□ Vendor has provided corporate information
□ Vendor has provided descriptions of comparable, relevant projects completed and references of
at least three libraries of similar size using a Polaris Systems ILS.
□ Vendor has provided single point of contact (yes) and qualifications of individual(s) responsible
for project management.
□ Vendor has provided a summary of the proposed approach to the project including what
equipment to purchase, the implementation steps or phases, project milestones, key input
points, and project timeline.
□ Vendor has completed Submittal Form (EXHIBIT A)
Technical
□ All equipment will work in MPLD’s current ILS environment with minimal modifications (note that
Sirsi-Dynix SIP2 license requirements are different than Polaris)
□ The system’s components conform to all existing federal, state, and local regulations concerning
ADA accessibility and OSHA requirements
□ System is interoperable with all other vendors' components (if needed)
□ Options are provided for all materials, regardless of format or owning Library
Training
□ Introductory training will occur on site and be provided by the vendor. The successful vendor(s)
will train key circulation, technical services, administrative, and public service staff in the use of
all System equipment and software
□ Training will be provided by vendor staff (combination of on-site, distance learning, etc.)
□ All training for components included in this proposal will occur on-site at the MPLD
□ All training shall be provided at no additional charge
□ Both print and electronic user manuals will be provided. Electronic copies will allow for
unrestricted distribution within the Library
□ Samples of training documentation were provided for all components in this proposal
□ The timetable identifies installation responsibilities
□ Vendors will be available for consultation on placement of hardware to accommodate network
infrastructure, power and ventilation requirements, building restrictions, and other conditions,
and to maximize the workflow, staffing, and patron convenience issues

Warranty, Support, Maintenance, Upgrades
□ Proposal provides at minimum, a 12-month all-inclusive warranty on equipment, software, and
components
□ Equipment and software warranties begin the day received by the Library, or if installation by
the successful vendor(s) is required, the day following the successful installation date
□ All warranty services are provided by a service provider that is fully trained and certified by the
manufacturer
□ Software upgrades, patches and replacement for defective equipment are supplied at no
additional charge to the Library
□ Post warranty maintenance services are available, renewable on an annual basis
□ All proposed maintenance/service contracts are subject to negotiation by the Library
□ Vendor provides remote maintenance for expert technical consultation and software support 24
hours a day, every day of the year. Initial response time will be within two hours of the Library
reporting the problem
□ Resolution of problems shall be achieved within the shortest timeframe possible with vendor
communicating anticipated timeframes, limitations and expectations.
□ Vendor will maintain an inventory of parts that will permit resolution in accordance with the
above provisions
□ Vendor will provide a clear process for reporting problems, guaranteeing response time
□ Vendor will address in writing problems that require longer response time including anticipated
solution and date
□ Vendor provides a clear description of support and costs for disaster-related emergencies
□ Vendor will have the risk of loss until delivery and inspection by the Library
Cost Information
□ Vendor has provided a complete cost proposal that includes annual maintenance agreement
plans at all levels offered
□ Cost information was provided in a separate, sealed envelope marked “Price Proposal-Do Not
Open”
□ All costs associated with the implementation and ongoing operation and maintenance of the
system are identified
□ The costs of optional equipment is provided and clearly identified as optional
□ Any required APIs not provided by the vendor, but required to make the system work effectively,
are identified and explained
□ Work that the vendor does not provide but must be provided separately by the Library is clearly
identified

EXHIBIT A - SUBMITTAL AGREEMENT
RFID Equipment Purchase, Installation and Item Conversion Project SUBMITTAL AGREEMENT
(Please Complete and Include Form with Proposal)
I herewith offer to supply the McHenry Public Library District, on or before the stated delivery date, in
accordance with the specifications, upon execution of a contract, the items called for in the attached
specifications.
I understand that the price quoted is the total cost for providing all requirements according to these
specifications and standard conditions as originally provided by the agency. It is expressly understood
that the Library reserves the right to correct any and all deviations if the supplier fails to correct such
deviations after due notice.
I hereby certify that I am authorized to make this offer on behalf of the named company and to bind said
company to all conditions of this quotation.
VENDOR NAME:
STREET:
CITY AND STATE:
AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE:
PRINTED NAME:
TITLE:
PHONE:
FAX#:
EMAIL:
DATE SUBMITTED:

Due date for proposals:

April 10, 2017, 4:00 PM CDT

Send proposals to:

James C. Scholtz, Executive Director
McHenry Public Library District
809 N. Front St.
McHenry, IL 60050

PROPOSALS MUST BE PAPER COPIES. NO PROPOSALS RECEIVED EXCLUSIVELY VIA EMAIL,
FAX OR IN DIGITAL FORMAT WILL BE ACCEPTED.

EXHIBIT B - TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
Response to Specifications
Y:
YES. Feature, function, product, or service is available as requested and is fully operational
using the version proposed for the MPLD.
D:
IN DEVELOPMENT. Feature, function, product, or service is under active development and is
operating in a test environment.
P:
PLANNED. Feature, function, product, or service is planned. No development has begun.
N:
NO. Feature, function, product, or service is not available, in development, or planned.
For any specifications to which the vendor answers other than YES, the vendor must describe:
a. The feature, function, product, or service being planned or developed and the date after which it
will be available in general release in operation in the system proposed to the library.
b. Whether the MPLD will incur any added cost for the feature, function, product, or service once it
becomes available; either as a direct cost of the feature, function, product, or service, or
because the feature, function, product, or service will require replacement of, or addition to,
hardware or software originally proposed for initial installation.
c. If the feature, function, product, or service is not available, in development, or planned, an
explanation of how the specification might otherwise be met using alternative features,
functions, products, or services available from the vendor, including availability dates for any
such alternative and any added costs, either direct or indirect.
Any such exception taken to any specification must be stated immediately following the specification in
question. Vendors are advised that the Library is interested in receiving only proposals for a production
RFID system already installed and in use by a library customer base and proposals for systems in an
Alpha or Beta phase of development will not be considered. Furthermore, the Library reserves the right
to evaluate all proposals solely on the basis of currently existing features, functions, products, or
services meeting the specifications as stated.
General Requirements
1. Vendor and/or parent company must be ISO9001 Certified. Vendor must provide valid certificate
2. The proposed system and all of its components must be entirely compatible with, and in no
manner interfere with, the Library’s Integrated Library System, its computer clients, or other
components.
3. The proposed system must provide application-specific software to incorporate all hardware
(detection systems, staff station readers, patron self-check stations, portable handheld readers),
RFID tags, and any other RFID-related hardware into the system.
4. The proposed system must be able to function on either wired or wireless (existing network)
TCP/IP networks at speeds of up to 1 Gbit/s wired and up to 50 Mbit/s wireless to the off-site
ILS database (SIP2 connections, RJ45 plugs – 7 pairs). MPLD uses a fiber optic backbone
network connection front area to back area.
5. The RFID system must be compliant with the latest ISO standards
6. Vendor must be willing to work with the Library’s ILS vendor to resolve any RFID equipment
related functionality problem. Preferred: ILS certified partner
7. The proposed system must provide performance statistics that can be accessed through the
library network. Data must be broken down by year, month, day and hour. Data to include, but
not limited to: number of transactions, type of transaction, number of successful and
unsuccessful transactions, patron count, and an exit alarm data log.

Self-Check Stations
1. The proposed system should have the ability to function with all major ILS, including open
source products. ILS system of MPLD is Polaris (Spring 2018).
2. The proposed system must be able to read item-specific identification numbers (barcode),
communicate to the ILS via SIP2, and turn the RFID security on and/or off, depending on checkin or check-out.
3. The proposed system must be dual function – capable of processing RFID tags (to be prepared
for the future) or item barcodes with RFID security in the same transaction.
4. In regards to RFID, the proposed system must use an anti-collision algorithm that does not limit
the number of tags that can be simultaneously identified and read up to twelve inches (12”)
high.
5. The proposed system must read the existing barcode patron cards and item barcodes (Codabar
31 standard).
6. The proposed system must have the ability to be placed on or built into the existing circulation
desk with receipt printer, touch screen monitors that display instructions for use. Preference will
be given to units NOT requiring SIP connections and having a measure of portability.
7. The proposed system must have the ability to print out all information for a patron check- out or
check-in transaction on a single receipt. Such receipt should be customizable to incorporate
library identity, hours, and so forth.
8. Staff members must be able to make any screen and receipt changes such as, but not limited to
messages, appearances, etc. easily without going back to the vendor and from a centralized
web-based administration tool to submit any change to one or multiple stations at the same time
without the need of rebooting any stations.
9. The proposed system must display ILS system information relating to the patron or item status.
Option must be available to notify a staff person whenever a patron is blocked in any part of the
transaction. Notification should be in the form of a pop-up window that appears on a staff
computer screen in real time.
10. The proposed system must provide visual and audible feedback during the transaction.
11. Self-check system software and hardware must meet ADA guidelines, and include features
such as a large touch-screen interface, user-selectable high-contrast interface, possibly audible
instructions (in English + other languages, esp. Spanish, see #13) and large type size.
12. The proposed system must have the ability to display select information from the patron record,
such as number of items checked out, number of items on hold, and outstanding fine
information, without compromising patron privacy
13. The proposed system must be able to display multiple language options on self-check unit
banners, instructions, receipts, and messages. Proposer must offer a wide variety of languages
to meet the current and future needs of our community and provide a list of the languages
currently available. The system must allow the library to select at least nine languages to be
used on one self-checkout system. The proposed system must allow remote access to selfcheck machines from staff workstations.
14. The proposed system must turn on/off the security to allow secure library operation during
offline situations.
15. The proposed system must renew items at the self-check stations without having the items in
hand.
16. The proposed system should have the capability of listing library events directly from the
library`s online event calendar.

17. The proposed self-checkout system software should be multi-functional; allowing staff to
promote library events, recommended read lists, and eBook and eAudiobook (i.e. digital)
suggestions.
18. The self-checkout system must provide the ability for staff to easily customize on-screen
graphics and promotional banners and change information.
19. The self-checkout system must provide the ability for staff to access self-checkout units
remotely from a smartphone or tablet to customize on-screen features or run reports.
20. The proposed self-checkout system must include features that recommend like reads for each
item a patron checks out, as well as the ability to check those items out during the transaction.
21. Self-checkout software must allow staff to quickly and easily customize the user interface with
minimal instruction
22. The proposed system must offer the patron the option of email, paper receipt, or no receipt.
23. The proposed system must offer Web-based remote monitoring and diagnostics, which must
include instant email notification, monitoring of check-in and checkout rates, Web- based
troubleshooting, configuration, and the ability to obtain statistics for each machine from any
location. These features should be standard. Specify the back-end hardware and software
requirements necessary to perform these functions.
24. The proposed system must offer the option of a repositionable stand-alone kiosk, tabletop
model, or the ability to build into the existing furniture.
25. The proposed system must be capable of checking out or checking in all types of print and nonprint media.
26. The proposed system must allow multiple (in regards to RFID) and single (in regards to
barcode/EM) item check-outs and check-ins with either first choosing the number of items that
you want to check out or not. Both options must be configurable when doing RFID.
27. Cover images of each detected item will be shown in the check-out and check-in item list.
28. Switch between account/check-out or vice versa does not require another authentication if the
patron already logged-in.
29. Staff must be able to configure individual or multiple self-check stations by logging in to a Web
interface on any staff station.
30. Credit card processing for the proposed system must interface to the library’s approved credit
card vendor and must use encrypted card swipes/chip and be PCI 2/3 and EMV compliant.
Optional Software Functionality
1. Vendors must provide screen shots, and sample reports. Vendor may need to provide an online
or live demonstration of all optional software features.
General
1. The entire software including its GUI (graphic user interface) must be 100% web- browserbased.
2. The software must run within a web-browser and run on ALL operating systems (Mac, Windows,
Linux, Android, etc.). Currently, the Library’s operating system is Windows 10.
3. Access levels by staff must be able to be varied, changed and chosen by in-house IT and
Library staff by individual permissions based on location and software security features.

Hardware Status Reporting Feature
1. Real-time detailed monitoring key components.
2. Real-time monitoring must work with multiple self-check devices at a single and also multiple
location(s).
3. Real-time monitoring must allow for additional self-check devices to be added to the network in
the future.
4. The hardware component monitoring must communicate performance changes to library
personnel through a Web-based dashboard display that intuitively communicates status
changes in real time.
5. Hardware status reporting must allow other library-networked devices to be connected to the
server, and must validate this connection.
Reporting, Management, & Configuration Tools
1. Vendor offers comprehensive messaging and monitoring solution that allows staff to receive
alerts in real-time for activity at self-checkout stations. Describe.
2. Self-checkout unit must be able to be remotely monitored from any staff station within the
Library that also is connected to the ILS in the same network.
3. Self-checkout unit must be able to be remotely monitored from any computer with internet
access.
4. Monitoring of transactions and the status of each unit or other connected solutions can be done
via a web-based system, which can monitor one self-checkout or many across a library system.
5. The proposed system must provide performance statistics. Describe available reporting features
and the statistics that can be seen.
6. Staff must be able to configure individual or multiple self-checkout stations or system-wide by
within one web-based administration tool, with these changes being pushed to all units across a
system or a branch in real time without rebooting of systems or staff having to physically be at
the stations.
7. Staff must be able to monitor the status of individual or multiple self-checkout stations within a
site or system-wide, and will be alerted to the status of each station, including if patron requires
assistance, receipt paper is running low, station has gone offline, etc.
8. Staff must be able to perform this function by logging in to a web interface on any computer with
internet access.
9. Explain how staff are alerted to any issues and by what means.
10. Self-Check must be UL listed and please specify the UL number in the proposal.
11. Staff must be able to run and view diagnostic logs for each self-checkout station to ensure they
are operating properly by logging in to a web interface on any staff station.
12. Describe how reports are generated and in what formats they can be exported.

Fines/Fees Option
1. Please include a payment system option for self-check system. Include pricing for a payment
system separately.
2. The fines and fees system shall be integrated into a self-check system.
3. The fines and fees system shall utilize a seamless user interface that is integrated into the selfservice process.
4. The fines and fees system must provide both audible and visual feedback when responding to
the interaction with the user interface.
5. The fines and fees system shall allow the library to determine minimum, partial, or full payment
of the fines or fees.
6. The fines and fees system shall accommodate cash, credit, and/or debit card payment methods.
7. The fines and fees system shall print a credit/debit card receipt using the same receipt printer
from the self-check.
8. The fines and fees system shall have the capability to provide the patron with change if cash
funds tendered are greater than the outstanding fines and/or fees balance.
9. Payment system must include high capacity coin changer and bill recycler (not only acceptor).
Please specify how much coins/bills your high capacity payment station holds.
Circulation Staff Workstations
1. The proposed system must have a shielded reader pad.
2. The proposed system shall be compatible with the Library’s standard circulation desk
computers, barcode scanners, and receipt printers.
3. RFID client software must be capable of running on any operating system at a nonadministrative level, and vendor must demonstrate a commitment to support all operating
systems.
4. Identify if the RFID client software is capable of running in Linux.
5. The RFID staff application client interface must not be intrusive to the ILS staff client and it
should also not require a SIP2 connection. It must take only a small amount of screen real
estate and remain easily accessible in a small application window.
6. The proposed system must not require a separate staff application that is modeled on the
patron self-check application. The system should be optimized for staff use.
7. The proposed system hardware must be attractive and contemporary, and be able to be
integrated into Library’s own furniture
8. The proposed system must be able to mount in, on, or under the work surface of a circulation
station.
9. The proposed system must be dual function: capable of processing RFID tags or barcodes in
the same circulation transaction.
10. The proposed reader pads must be able to read tags and display the information contained on
the tag.
11. The proposed system must be able to be used for charge and discharge of library materials.
12. The proposed system must simultaneously process multiple RFID-tagged items for check-in/out.
13. The proposed system must provide a displayed count of the number of items processed
simultaneously to ensure complete check-in/out transaction processing.

14. The proposed system must use an anti-collision algorithm that does not limit the number of tags
that can be simultaneously identified and read up to twelve inches (12”) high with a book tag.
15. The proposed system must have the ability to read, program, reprogram and delete RFID tags.
16. The proposed system must not require mouse activations to process most items. (Exceptions
made for configuration changes, error handling, or tag reprogramming situations.). Any
keyboard keys can be configured for individual functions.
17. The proposed system must allow configuration of item identifier parameters to automatically
prevent programming of partially scanned or incorrectly scanned barcodes.
18. The proposed system must be able to handle varying barcode locations and orientations.
19. The proposed system must offer a hold notification message for the staff member who checks
an item in, and the ability to print hold slips.
20. The proposed system must be able to work with a weed list (a list of items to be removed from
the library) to automatically alert staff to weed an item upon scanning the barcode, before
applying/programming an RFID tag on conversion.
21. The proposed system must have the option to integrate into an ILS circulation client so that it
accepts and responds to commands from the ILS client. Note that all circulation transactions are
taking place in terminal server sessions with the ILS client.
22. The proposed system must have the option to allow the ILS circulation client to turn on or off
security without requiring any additional steps, and proposed system must secure item within
one second of discharging the item.
23. The proposed system must permit the operator to access commands to set or reset tag security
independent of the ILS.
24. The proposed system must be configurable to turn off the reader transmitter when the ILS is not
requesting RFID reads.
25. The proposed system must be able to read multiple tag data formats in a combination without
impacting performance.
26. Proposed system must be able to check-in and check-out multiple items at one time.
27. System must be able to use ILS hot key functions for checking in and out or another method for
easy transition getting to the check-in and/or check-out screens

Security Gates
1. The proposed system must have a read range of at least eighteen inches (18”) in aisle direction
of each gate. The proposed system must be able to perform optimally when located within
fifteen inches (15”) of a steel beam.
2. The proposed system must use the latest ISO15693 standard for RFID technology.
3. The proposed system must use the latest ISO standard for RTF (Reader Talks First)
architecture.
4. The detection systems must be shielded from external interference from light fixtures, Wi-Fi and
cellular signals, etc.
5. The proposed detection system must include a radar patron counter.
6. The proposed system must be able to provide total patron count data via a remote Web- based
software application on hourly, daily, monthly, etc. counts.
7. Security pedestals should perform bi-directional patron counting.
8. The proposed system must be able to issue visible and audible warnings.
9. The audible alarm volume must be adjustable by staff.
10. The alarm duration should be adjustable on each individual system (entry gate alarm).
11. Tags with theft or security status that is “on” must immediately trigger an alarm.
12. The proposed system must have the option to only trigger an alarm when a patron is present in
the corridor (entry gate alarm).
13. The proposed system must have the option to only trigger an alarm (entry gate alarm) when a
patron is exiting the library.
14. Dual-aisle exit detection systems must create an opening of at least 36 inches (36”), preferably
42”, for ADA accommodation. The proposed system must offer a base plate installation to avoid
any floor modifications. Current library layout dictates a 2 gate (in/out) system with 3 panels (1
entrance/1 exit).
15. The proposed system must provide it RFID security even when the library’s ILS host system or
network is offline or not functioning.
16. The proposed system (gates, self-check units and AMH units) must have multiple finish options
available to better match the décor of the Library.
17. The proposed system must provide CSA or UL listing number and FCC listing for complete
detection system.
18. The proposed system must display that it is functioning correctly and, if not, be easy for staff
members to tune/calibrate without calling vendor or a technician.
19. The proposed software should process statistics as well as provide a pop-up window on one or
more staff workstations to show alarm triggered items including title, item number and
circulation status.
20. The proposed system must have a low-power consumption mode.
21. The proposed system should only require a single data connection.
22. The proposed system must have an option to connect to the network wirelessly.
23. The proposed system must have a secure on/off switch accessible to staff.

AMH System
1. Transport needs media gently, be safe, durable and low maintenance.
2. The system must be modular and expandable.
3. Transport must be safe also suitable for "light" media (e.g. magazines). Full-length conveyor
belts are preferred. Multi track tapes and/or rolls are not desired. Please enclose a detailed
description and visual documentation. Please note, while some flexibility in exterior materials
drop height is expected from the vendor for AMH installation; it may be expected for the Library
to physically change the exterior/interior position of the drop relative to vendor equipment
requirements.
4. Must be UL Listed
5. The book bins are ergonomic to use and equipped with an automatically adjustable bottom.
6. The filling of the bins is always monitored. If a book bin/trolley/tote is full, a message will be
shown at the staff screen(s) as well as alerted by a signal lamp. Furthermore, on the staff
display a message is displayed by text and graphics. Messages can also be sent via email.
7. The sorting of the books into individual bin must be according to the specifications of the Library
(e.g. for literature departments, media types, branches, holds).
8. Hold and transit items must be sorted into one or more separate sorting bin(s).
9. A hold slip will be printed automatically or via batch print at a dedicated hold slip printer.
10. The system should be able to keep operation if the ILS is not available and an automatic
synchronization once the ILS is online must be ensured.
11. Configuration changes must be possible from the centralized location and must not require a
restart of the software and/or PC.
12. Multiple sorting tables must be configurable by library staff.
13. The software must allow for remote diagnosis and also automatically be able to send each email to a freely selectable recipient (e.g. employees) in the case of disturbances
14. Terminals should permit the user to log into the system by unique (Dept. or person) password
and keep track of various data (who, when the terminal has used (recording date, time and user
number, etc.). This data should be able to be stored, recorded and retrieved if necessary.
15. The relevant safety regulations must be observed and a CE Declaration of Conformity must be
guaranteed.
16. The system should display an error message and do not perform updates in case of interruption
or disruption of connection to the database or server.
17. An offline operation for self-check in the event of ILS disconnect (not power outage) is highly
desirable.
18. The system must be automatically switched on at certain times and let off. Furthermore, the
selection of a "night program" (time-controlled) must be integrated by the possibility exists; the
priority is set to the media instead of sorting withdrawal. That is, if it turns out that outside the
opening times certain books carts are full and others remain almost empty, allowing the "night
program" books to systematically fill. AMH System must be able to activated and deactivated
night program.
19. The items have to be transported on all-surface conveyor belts.
20. The sorter should (preferably) be built in lightweight construction (aluminum) and all moving
parts must be covered to ensure maximum safety for patrons and library staff.

21. The system must not require separate and additional enclosures (glass walls or similar fence
system).
RFID Tags
The proposed system tag must be tested for over 100,000 read/write cycles and be guaranteed for the
life of the item on which it is originally affixed or 10 years.
1. The proposed system must provide RFID tags with a minimum of 1,024 bits of memory.
2. All data (including the Unique ID) on the rewritable RFID tag, including the item identifier field,
must be fully rewriteable.
3. The proposed system tags must enable the security status to be stored directly on the tag and
must trigger an immediate alarm if an item not charged is read by the detection system.
4. The vendor must provide the option of custom-printing blank tags with a barcode or library logo.
5. The proposed system tags must provide both security and inventory control functionality.
6. The proposed system tags must use an anti-collision algorithm that does not limit the number of
tags that can be simultaneously identified and read.
7. The proposed system tags must be highly durable, adhesive-backed, and one piece (tag and
label integrated into one piece) to adhere to library materials without addition of an adhesive
cover label. Tags must use a low acid or neutral pH adhesive.
8. The Library wants to enhance its’ chances for RFID interoperability for the future. The proposed
system must be fully compliant with and include both mandatory and optional commands
specified in the latest ISO standard for North American libraries.
9. The proposed system tags must be easily applied in one step, with no need for mouse clicks,
keyboard input, or touch-screen entries for most item conversion.
10. The proposed RFID tags must have an operating range of -25°C to 70°C (-13°F to 158°F).
11. The proposed system must offer RFID tags that utilize the RTF (Reader Talks First)
architecture. The proposed tag must also be compatible with use of the AFI Security Model.
12. The vendor must test tags for long-term reliability using accelerated aging testing and provide
failure rate of tags.
13. The vendor must show the test methods used to test RFID tags for long-term reliability, and
replace any defective tags at no cost to the library.
14. The vendor must offer a portfolio of tag options and provide samples.
15. The proposed RFID tags must offer opaque flood coat to hide antenna.
16. The proposed RFID tags must remove all inoperative tags (not just mark them) and replace
them with usable tags. Therefore, all tags on the rolls should be usable and not marked.
17. The proposed RFID system must offer a “punched tags” feature to mark those that are
inoperative.
18. Tags should be able to be read by different vendors – both ILS and RFID vendors – as well as
future replacement scanners in accordance to ISO15693.
19. Tags must be able to be dropped to vendors for out-sourced processing as well as delivered to
Library for conversion process and ongoing, normal processing of materials.

Portable Handheld Reader Option
1. The portable handheld reader must feature an integrated barcode scanner, and a simple
method of inputting information.
2. To be able to read items that may not be tagged with RFID, the portable handheld reader must
support barcode scanning.
3. The proposed portable handheld reader must accommodate data collection with other functions.
These other functions must include shelf reading, inventory, identifying items on search lists,
claimed return, weeding, and items with incorrect security.
4. The proposed portable handheld reader must accommodate shelf-order checking to locate
items that are out of place on the shelves. This capability must be sensitive enough to locate
items that are out of place by as little as six inches (6”).
5. The proposed system must accommodate searching to identify items on multiple user- defined
search lists (e.g., missing, claims returned, lost, etc.).
6. The proposed system must accommodate secure status checking to allow a user to identify
individual items that have not been properly checked out and have caused an alarm of the
detection system.
7. Secure status checking capability also must allow the user to scan items on library carts or
shelves before re-shelving to identify individual items that have not been properly checked in.
8. The proposed portable handheld reader must have the ability to upload barcodes to the
Library’s circulation system in various text file formats that can be customized to match the
circulation system requirements.
9. The proposed system must accommodate finding to allow a user to quickly enter search criteria
directly into the device, then search for items that meet those criteria. The system must allow
display of the title of item on the device.
10. The proposed system must accommodate sorting to assist a user with sorting items on a shelf
or cart.
11. The proposed system must accommodate pulling to assist the user with finding items on hold
(reserve) or weed lists, or other user-defined lists available from the circulation system.
12. The portable handheld reader must be easy to set down on a library shelf or cart when
necessary to free the user’s hands.
13. The portable handheld reader must incorporate an ergonomic design to aid user in reading
shelves at all levels, must be easy to use, and must be relatively non-stressful to wrist, arm,
shoulder, and elbow.
14. Portable handheld reader battery life that allows the user to work for at least eight hours before
charging or changing batteries is required. Extra charged batteries must be available to replace
depleted batteries while they recharge. A battery charger must be included, if necessary.
15. The portable handheld reader must have built-in diagnostics for troubleshooting.
16. The portable handheld reader must use an anti-collision algorithm that does not limit the number
of tags that can be simultaneously identified and read.
17. The portable handheld reader system must have the capacity to read multi-line, fixed- lengthfield, or delimited-field records from an electronic file containing shelf or search lists and then
create a portable database for use in a portable, handheld RFID reader.
18. The handheld reader must direct the user to items on “pull” lists and provide a method to keep
track of which items have been found and which have not been found.
19. The search capability must be active during order checking, data collection, sorting, pulling, and
finding functions, with option to turn it off if desired.
20. The proposed system must validate item identifier (barcode) data from input lists and provide a
log of errors found.
21. The proposed system must process results of data collection sessions or pull sessions, reading
these results from the memory device and creating PC files containing lists of collected data,
lists of items pulled, and lists of items not pulled.
22. The proposed portable handheld reader must have an audible tone and visible indicators to
verify item has been identified. The audible tones shall be adjustable by the user.

23. The proposed portable handheld reader should have a flexible swivel or movable RFID antenna
for easier use.
24. The proposed system must be able to scan shelves by waving a wand along the base of book
shelves without having to stop for each item.
25. The proposed portable handheld reader must have the ability to turn the security bit on the RFID
tag on and off.
26. An optional USB connection should be available on the handheld reader to link it directly with a
workstation, if desired.
Conversion Station
1. The proposed system must require no more than a computer/laptop, barcode scanner, and
RFID reader/antenna in addition to software, all of which can be placed on mobile cart, so that
the complete operation can be performed in the stacks.
2. The proposed system must have a high-efficiency scanner to ensure accurate reading of all
barcodes, including damaged and worn barcodes.
3. The proposed system must able to dispense tags
4. The proposed system must function in standalone mode, not requiring an interface with the
Integrated Library System.
5. The proposed system must be easy to use for all staff. Paper and electronic versions of all
operations/set-up manuals will be provided.
6. Vendors will describe and demonstrate their tagging software and the tagging process.
7. The proposed system must have a visible scan line to facilitate correct placement of material on
the conversion station.
8. The proposed system must be able to handle varying barcode locations and orientations.
9. The proposed system must automatically interrupt if barcodes are not fully scanned.
10. The proposed system must be able to convert items from a list (when an optical barcode on the
item is unavailable or unreliable).
11. The application software must be able to report various levels of program completion or activity,
including hourly totals, daily totals, etc.
12. The proposed system must provide visual and audible feedback when the tag has been
successfully programmed.
13. The proposed system software must keep a log file of all converted items by date and item ID.
14. Conversion of collection size must take place with a capacity of 800 items per hour per station
to finish the conversion ASAP. The maximum time window (number of days) is based on
collection size (minus media and magazines) divided by 800 items per hour 8 hours per day
divided. Vendor must provide total hours and the amount of stations and staff needed for the
conversion to take place in this time frame.
15. Does the vendor have an automated process for converting from barcode to RFID? If so, please
provide details on how many items per hour one automatic station can achieve and how this is
done.

EXHIBIT C - PRICING SHEET
Please complete the table with pricing. Pricing should be F.O.B. destination. Please include, training,
and installation, and any other items necessary for complete system operation.
* Vendors must use the pricing sheet in this proposal and do not include any other proposal
documentation. All addition pricing included can be rejected and subject to disqualification.
Products

Quantity

Equipment
RFID Book Tags
Conversion Station – Lease (3
months)
Circulation Staff Stations
Self Checkout – Kiosk
Fines & Fees Functionality –
Credit/Debit terminal
Security Gates – Dual Aisle
Portable Inventory Wand
External AMH Sorter – 3 Bin
Staff Induction
Spare Book Bins
Other, if any
Other, if any
Installation, Shipping, and Training
Installation
Shipping
Training
Other, if any
Other, if any
First year Hardware and Software
Maintenance

Price Per Unit

Extended Price

155,000
1
3
5
5
1
1
1
1
3

Total RFID Solution:

Annual Maintenance after the First Year
Please provide annual maintenance costs for the system quoted above after the final year warranty.
Vendor should indicate annual support and maintenance charges for the proposed solution for a period
of five years following installation.
Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Notice
Confidentiality of Proposals, Contracts, and Supporting Materials
Please be aware that Illinois’ Open Records Act and FOIA (Freedom of Information Access)
requires that all records kept by the McHenry Public Library District are available for inspection
by the public as well as available for a period of time after awards by FOIA request, with only
very limited exceptions. Records include bids, proposals, supporting documents, etc. in
response to the Library’s requests for information and proposals for various services and
products as well as board documents.
Please remember that the materials submitted in response to an RFP (Request for Proposal) will
be part of that public record and, after a contract is awarded, they will be available to the public.
Marking these documents as ‘confidential’ will have no effect. If you must submit material that
you feel are trade secrets and, as such, can’t be disclosed to the public, then please contact the
MPLD Executive Director to discuss the issue. Per ILCS code, awarded Bids, Specifications
and Proposals are retained for a period of ten (10) years while unsuccessful bids are retained for
(3) three years after bid award.

Bid-Bond Requirements and Change Orders
Once contract is awarded and before any work is performed or equipment ordered, the successful
bidder will provide a bid bond/check equivalent to 10% of the accepted bid price. This bid bond is to be
held in escrow by MPLD until the project is complete/successful sign-off and successful punch list
performed. In certain circumstances, the bid bond may be used to compensate for any unperceived
change orders. All project change orders must be approved by the Executive Director and Vendor
Project Manager before implementation/installation of software/equipment.

